Dana Horochowski vs Cheryl Menezes and Hilton Peter Mijovick - Criminal Charges April 28, 2008

In April 2004, I took the York Catholic Board and the OECTA
Union to a Labour Relations tribunal, for wrongful dismissal. (They
said I had quit my supply teaching job, after I questioned them about
the corruption in the education system. )
This caused stress for me financially and I had to move back to my
family home in Sault Ontario in July 2004. I had my $65,000 of
retirement stolen from me and I was financially strapped due to this
sudden unemployment dispute.
My parents were very abusive physically and verbally when I was a
child and this abuse continued on a daily basis, when I moved home in
2004.
Furthermore, the situation of my bankruptcy and inability to work
created more tension in the home.
I worked in a call centre in Dec 2004 for 1.5 months. I quit the call
centre work, when I was verbally promised a teaching position in
January 2005 in Sault Ontario.

was locked out of the house by Cheryl deliberately, to teach me a
lesson on how to lock the door when I leave. She was punishing me by
banning me from the upstairs access to her house, by keeping her
door locked. She said that she would do this for 2 weeks to teach me
a lesson. I told her to remain upstairs and I would remain downstairs,
where I would dog sit Chimo and the 2 cats.

I was also upset that Hilton
Peter Mijovick broke his
commitments to me because he
was loyal to Cheryl first. Cheryl
was upset that she couldn’t find
a dog sitter to replace me.

the next room. Again, I told her to leave and that she didn’t know a
thing about electrical equipment anyway. Cheryl continued to
provoke me and stay. She laughed at me when Raymond finally got
the refrigerator started, because I couldn’t fix it myself.

Cheryl and I had been arguing constantly. I could not tolerate her
selfishness, greed and her inability to empathize with the poor.
She cared about her dog first and foremost. She preferred animals to
people. Her needs came before anyone else’s. We did not see
eye to eye on anything.

***
I had borrowed money from my parents to buy supplies for my
school and was planning on moving, to start up the school in
Tamworth or in Algonquin territory, where I agreed to teach the
Indigenous. I had previous offers from the Millionaires Club and
the Navigator’s group to design a business plan for the International
Schools. I focused much of my time on trying to manifest this idea via
internet and building external resources. I was offered a $20 million
investment with the Navigator’s group, upon submission of a detailed
business plan. ( Dr. Jimmy Scott from Millionaires club /Navigator’s
Group http://www.subtlenergy.com/)

After my meeting with OECTA president in January 2005, in Sault
Ontario, I was later black balled from all teaching positions with no
explanation. I was hospitalized in February 2005 due to this
stress and hopelessness. This was my last hospitalization and I have
a doctor’s note, dated April 2006 to follow up my status, stating
that I am healthy and not on meds and not a threat to my own life
or others. This letter was used for my OECTA labour dispute, to prove
that I was not disabled. OECTA wanted me to avoid challenging them.
I wrote a letter to OECTA, while in the hospital stating my concerns in
this legal matter and that I had an attending physician and psychiatrist,
who could assess me and I did not require their disability doctors.

I did not want to leave the basement unattended to go run my
errands, since Cheryl would go downstairs. My personal property
was being stolen when I did leave. Alfred Sit had numerous books of
mine, that Cheryl gave him without permission, and I also found more
of my property upstairs. To this day she refuses to give me back my
VCR which I let her use.
When the refrigerator short circuited on April 28, 2008, I notified
Cheryl by note under her kitchen side door. I planned to move my
refrigerator contents to a friend’s home that day. I made arrangements
before 7 am, after spending much of the night trying to fix the fuses
and electrical shortages myself. There was water on the floor where
the refrigerator shorted out. It was a fire hazard and someone
could easily be electricuted..
Raymond (a mentally challenged handyman who collects disability)
had been privately working on the leak in my old bedroom. There
was snow on the carpet in the winter time and it was always cold in the
basement.

Since the 2005 incident, I have not been hospitalized.
I have not taken any psychiatric prescriptions, since 1995.

I went in to run a bath. I thought Cheryl was finally upstairs with the
dog. I came into the bathroom and I find her in my bathroom. I
told her to get out of my space. I positioned her body to show her the
way out of the bathroom as I moved into the bathroom. She walked
out. I did not use force. I just directed her out of the bathroom.
I got into the tub. After about a half hour, I got out of the tub to
get a bowl of soup from the kitchen. I see Cheryl with Raymond at
the fuse box directing him on how to fix a fuse. (Cheryl doesn’t even
know how to use a manual can opener).
I got upset….and said ” Look at the blind teaching the professional how
to fix things”. I began to ladle my soup into the bowl. Raymond
was at the stove in front of the fuse box and so was Cheryl. I took my
soup with a ladle from the stove, so I was very close to them.
Raymond was looking into the fuse box.

I speak of this incident, because Cheryl Menezes is currently
accusing me of being off my meds, needing hospitalization and
digging up past records of my personal history to try and prove
that I am crazy and need to be institutionalized.
I will show the court that Cheryl Menezes is attempting to conceal
other legal issues, and has lied to the police and other people, that
I attacked her with a knife, physically assaulted her and
threatened to murder her on April 28, 2009.

In order to see the big picture, I need to outline a bit of my
history to explain myself.
Cheryl was ordered by courts to NOT rent out the basement
apartment on Porchester, it was not fit to live in. Cheryl’s prior
tenants took her to court after finding rats and she was fined under the
Landlord Tenant Act. ( Jessica her neighbour, Lillian Vrban disclosed)
On April 28, 2008, I was on sleeping on an airbag, bundled in my
coat, on the floor, in a moldy, dark, poorly furnished basement
apartment, that was infested with carpenter ants. I had bites on my
body.
I was planning on moving on April 30th, out of Cheryl’s place with
very little finances. Cheryl’s offers of better employment and
career opportunities were a blatant lie. I spent 5 months dog
sitting for her without pay and I rejected 2 teaching opportunities at
her request, in hopes of expanding Jrgenius.com into an
International School. I was bitter with her for lying to me for 5 months.

Hilton Peter Mijovick, Cheryl Menezes and Alfred Sit were all
eagerly interested in being a part of www.serenityglobal.com and
www.jrgenius.com. Hilton Mijovick suggested that the other investor
groups were scams and that we could manifest this Paradigm
using his philanthropic connections and Koolu.ca computers. I
purchased Alfredsit.info, survivalseekers.info, Helenwhite.info and
Spiritas.info for their specific interests. Alfred was interested in martial
arts- ninja teaching, Cheryl wanted to write books using her pen name
helenwhite, and spiritas was for Hilton since he was designing
Spiritas.ca ( a website that expressed true spirituality).
Nothing was getting accomplished with the others. They would
have secret meetings upstairs without my presence and come
downstairs for brief meetings, all controlled by Cheryl Menezes’
direction. Her boss Goverdan in India was also going to be involved in
the webdesign.
***
Cheryl was not suppose to be in the basement. This agreement
was due to a conflict that occurred on January 19 2008, when I
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I had been ill for a few weeks and my eyes were infected. I often
sat in the bathtub to relieve stress. There was no couch or bed to sit
on, just chairs and a table that I salvaged out of the neighbour’s
garbage a few months earlier.
Cheryl came downstairs at 7:30 am. She offered to put my food in
her freezer. Her freezer was full and I did not want to lose anymore of
my personal property. I told her that I had been up all night trying
to fix the fuses myself. I told her the place was a fire hazard.
Raymond came down after 8 am. I told Cheryl she wasn’t needed
here and Raymond could stay to fix what needed to be fixed. It was
my day without the dog and I wanted to go back to sleep. Cheryl did
not leave. She continued to talk to Raymond while I tried to sleep in

I tell her that ‘ I am glad that I am leaving soon’ and I tell her to
get upstairs. She says’ Perhaps you should leave now.’ This really
made me angry because it was another promise broken by her.
Cheryl always vowed that she would never throw me out on the street
with out proper notice. I was concerned about this issue, because if
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Chimo died suddenly, I would not be needed. Cheryl always said that
she would NEVER throw me out, and here she was throwing me out
on the street without notice.

Hilton tries to call me on the phone and I hang up on him twice
after calling him a hypocrite. He also broke his promise of
investment with Jrgenius to me. I did not want him trying to peace
make, because he deceived me before and he said he was loyal to
Cheryl first. He often didn’t return my calls, so why was he motivated
now.
Cheryl goes with Raymond to Canadian Tire to purchase a new
lock for the upstairs door. I never had a key for the side door
anyway. Cheryl just wanted to create drama.

never had a knife. I had a soup ladle in my hand when I
was at the stove. I also went back into the bathtub with the
soup, once Cheryl went upstair with Raymond. They left to
go the the hardware store and I was alone until about
11:30am, when I took photos of the basement. )
Alfred said that Cheryl wanted me to leave. I told her that she
needed to pay for a moving van and movers, if she wanted me to
leave. Alfred left the basement and went upstairs.
I went back to bed. I was up the whole night before. I did not think
she was plotting to throw me out literally, nor did I think she would
continue to conspire to remove me without just cause.
At 4 pm, I called Altaf Khan ( my lawyer) and requested that he
come over and look at the living situation that I was in, the state of the
environment. I told him that Cheryl and I had a dispute and I wanted to
take her to Human Rights. He played down the whole situation as
trivial quarrelling
It was about 10 pm, and Hilton asked to come downstairs to talk
to me. I firmly requested that only if Alfred was with him.
I could not see the two men in my bedroom. I had no eye contacts on,
my room was dark, and there was no electricity. I was bundled up in
my coat and heavy clothing and covered in heavy blankets, lying on
the air mattress, on the floor in the back room.

I screamed at her. I called her a “Satanist, queen bee and her worker
bees, Illuminati slave driver” and told her to “get out of my space
before I kill you”. I was loud. (This is a phase that I use constantly, as
a habit, often and usually not in anger. It is not with the intention of
actually murdering someone. Kill and murder have different
meanings)
Cheryl grabs Raymond before he can finish fixing the fuses and
drags him upstairs. “Let’s go Raymond. “ He is unaware of what is
going on.
At 11:30 am- I begin to taking pictures of the basement living
space and the bites on my body. I am yelling at her so that she can
hear me in the living room, above the basement rec room. I tell her
that I am taking her to Human Rights after I go see a doctor to get my
blood tested and get these bites checked out.

1 pm- Cheryl gets on the phone with Alfred and comes down the
basement stairs to shove the phone it in my direction, to provoke me
and let Alfred hear me yelling at her. I give her more volume to get
my point across. (If she was afraid of me, she would not have come
down the stairs to upset me. I am in the kitchen at this point.

(I didn’t and still don’t even have a drug plan. I have not taken
prescription for meds years. I did not and currently do not even have
an attending doctor. )
I was arrested at that point, forced out of bed and taken to jail and
charged with 6 criminal offences
Assault with a Weapon
Weapons Dangerous
Threatening Death
Assault
Threatening Death
Threatening Damage
-I spent 2 nights incarcerated without lawyer contact, although I
requested it right away. POLICE in Scarborough took my cell
phone and my lawyers number was on the cell phone. They said
they would call him for me. They never did.
I was not allowed a phone call until I demanded it very loudly the
second night after being taken to a maximum security prison for
women. I had to almost have a TEMPER FIT, before anyone
listened to me. I lost my voice as a result of my pleading for my
RIGHTS.
I called Angel Femia collect, ( Lovecry.org founder/counciller to
Street Kids and personal friend) since it was now long distance and
she finally notified Alfred Sit, Victor Fletcher, and Mark Dahija of
my where abouts.
The third day, the 3 gentlemen were at the court house in Toronto
Centre, where my hearing was held.
Alfred Sit posted $2000 bond and became my assurity. I lived with
Alfred Sit and bartered my room and board by house cleaning and
doing minor landlord work.
I moved back to Sault Ontario and continued to apply for legal
aid from May 2008 until January 2009. I had to travel for court
appearances monthly.

I didn’t know that it was Goverdan ( her boss) beside Hilton. (Alfred
told me that he wasn’t in the room, after I was bailed out of jail).

I yell at her through the ceiling upstairs, that if she wants me to move,
she has to pay for a moving company and have Jessica help me pack.
I was not capable of even driving, let alone moving. I was too weak to
move at this time. Cheryl is worried that her boss Goverdan, who was
staying there, would overhear me and realize that we really did not get
along after all.

I told them that didn’t need hospitalization and I wasn’t currently on any
meds. I was a Registered Nutritional Consultant Practitioner and tried
my best to maintain a healthy lifestyle without drugs.

Alfred comes downstairs at about 2 pm. I am making a salad and
cutting a hard boiled egg. He asks me why I pulled a knife on her. I
am quite surprised, since this is the first time I hear about a knife.
I told him that this is the first time today that I have a knife in
my hands. ( The photos that I took at 11:30 am clearly show the
knives were in the kitchen middle drawer.)
-

I did not turn around to face them. Hilton spoke to me and said I was
scaring everyone. I didn’t know what he meant. I thought that is was
due to my Greedy Sheeple link on my Canadastreeetnews.com
website. He asked me to get up and move out with Alfred to his
parents house. I refused to move. I could not physically move. I was
too weak and sick. I told him that he was a hypocrite and I wouldn’t
be counting on his investment opportunities with jrgenius.com. I
said that I could do it myself with others. I didn’t need his money. He
started talking about St. Francis of Assisi and I didn’t want to hear his
false teachings. (The police report discloses a totally foreign
conversation to me. I thought Alfred was witness to it, but he was
not there. Goverdan was, and I specifically said that I didn’t trust
anyone in my room, other than Alfred. ) Hilton quietly left and went
upstairs.

My legal aid was declined. They declined me based on the fact that I
borrowed money from my parents to help buy school
supplies/equipment for Jrgenius.com, thus showing that I had access
to fund.
Court date was set for November 26, 2009, and I would be
representing myself, since I do not collect an income ( other than
minor paypal sales). I have been living at home, rent free in Sault
Ontario, since November 2008.
I have not found steady employment and will not seek work until this
criminal matter can be resolved and I am free to leave the country.

About midnight, 5 police officers came down to escort me to the
hospital. I told them I would not go to the hospital, since I was raped
and unconscious for 2 days when I was in Scarborough hospital. I also
had my front tooth was knocked out.

In the police report, Cheryl said I took the knife off the
kitchen counter. Later it says that I came back into the
kitchen with a knife after leaving first. Cheryl could not
describe the knife that she accused me of holding. I
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Past medical history and police involvement

After this leave of absence from the Woodbridge School, I managed to
get on disability, and train as a Holistic Nutritional Consultant. I began
to build Jrgenius.com, just as computers were being introduced.

My childhood upbringing consisted of verbal and physical abuse in my
family household. It became normal for me to be in abusive
relationships with men as a result and a medicated/escaped with
alcohol to cope with pain and stress in relationships and situations.

Christmas 1995-My father was jailed for 3 days for beating me
extensively, while I was at their Florida home. The police took me to a
hotel for safety. After returning from Florida, I made arrangements to
move away from Scarborough and the abuse of my parents. I would
not get well in under their control.

1993 to 1997- During my early teaching years, I went on disability in
1993 and sought out treatment for alcoholism in Minnesota in Oct
1993, at 27 years of age. I later attended AA and then looked for
more spiritual fulfillment elsewhere. I returned to work in Sept 1994 to
Holy Cross Catholic High School in Woddbridge Ontario.
In Nov 1994, I married Clint Jammer in Vegas at 29 years of age,
after living with my fiancée for 7 months and the marriage lasted 16
weeks. (This short duration was due to my mother -in -laws constant
involvement in our relationship and her wanting to revive her
relationship with her estranged son. Not raising him herself, and
divorced 4 times, she always interfered in our relationship. After one
argument, in January 1995, my mother in law, had him move out of
the Scarborough home and in with her. ) Clint’s inability to commit
came from his family history. He had trouble communicating, but he
was not an abusive man.
This break up and marrying in Vegas caused tension with my
Catholic principal who kept harassing me about my failed
marriage and how it was against the Catholic teachings. At the
time, I was traveling from Scarborough to Woodbridge daily to teach.
His harassment, my heartbreak and new financial stresses caused me
to stop sleeping. Sleeping pills did not work and I was dazed when
driving and also staying at school long hours to avoid going home to an
empty house. I sought counsel at a Christian Ministry and with
pressure at work from the Principal, I went to go reconcile the
relationship in Oshawa, where Clint Jammer ( my ex) was living back
at his townhouse now). Seeing that we were legally still married, I
waited for him in the townhouse to try and get him to go to church with
me and save the marriage before it reached the 3 month legal
separation deadline.
Being an atheist, Clint came home shocked to find me waiting for him
with bible in tow, in his living room. He called his mother for advise
and she called the police on me. I was charged with Break and
Enter, Criminal Harassment and Unlawful Entry in March 1995.
These charges escalated the stress, which kept me awake for many
nights at a time, unable to drive safely to work. Long distance drives,
traffic jams, added harassing pressure from my principal, financial
strain of having to move and the purchase of a home with my parents
as part owners, caused me to not return to work on May 23, 1995. I
went in to Scarborough hospital to try and get some relief for my
constant insomnia. I was not medicating with alcohol to remedy my
insomnia.
This manic situation allowed me to be dismissed from my
criminal charges in the summer of 1995. The judge ordered that I
stay for one month in Oshawa General Hospital. In order to get on
disability, I was required to take Epival. During this time, I was getting
abused by my parents, who were living at my home in Scarborough.
The physical abuse caused me to escape even more. I was suicidal
and depressed and I sought comfort in alcohol. The medication mix
with alcohol caused me to black out and have to be hospitalized on
several occasions. On one occasion, I woke up in Scarborough
hospital, (Birchmount) after being unconscious for 3 days. My tooth
was knocked out and my inner thighs were bruised. There were
indications that I had been raped while I was unconscious.)

In April 1996, I moved into an apartment in Richmond Hill,
abandoning the home that I partially owned with my parents.
September 1996- I was placed in Markham at Brother Andre and
taught with out any complications. I took alternating leave of absences,
of 1 year, to build Jrgenius.com, to run the company fulltime and
supply teach when I chose to. Insomnia was now chanelled into
building my business. I took no more pills. I did not see anymore
doctors. I started exercising, eating healthy and started
Holyhealthy.com, thus applying my lifestyle rebalancing techniques to
those with learning disabilities and addiction issues.
2001 to 2003, I was on a 2 year leave of absence. After discovering
evidence of immoral Corruption in the Catholic school system. I
retired from permanent teaching and resumed supply teaching in Dec
2003 after official retirement. I was disconnected from supply dispatch
with out notice in Dec 2003, after I exposed the corruption in the
education system. The board said I quit my job. There was nothing in
writing and I knew this was a LIE.
In April 2004, I took the York Catholic Board and the OECTA
Union to a Labour Relations tribunal, for wrongful dismissal.

March 2007 My brother died suddenly in and my mother took her
anger out on my further. She needed someone to blame for his death.
I needed to get out of the home since it was causing me severe
distress and depression.
May 2007 to November 2007- Tom Kennedy picked me up and I
lived in Tamworth. I had to collect welfare, since there was no work in
a small rural town. I attempted to seek work but I was without a
vehicle. Welfare wanted me to find a job.
October 2007- My mother agreed to give me a vehicle so that I could
find permanent work. Her temper had subsided, since I was no longer
a target of abuse.
November 2007, I met Cheryl Menezes through Alfred Sit. I was
looking to barter a room for service exchange.

Past detailed living history with Cheryl Menezes and
other Occurances of conflict.
November 23 2007, I moved from Tamworth Ontario, to get off
welfare, hoping to find work in the Toronto area.
I came to Toronto with intentions of getting a teaching job and to
resurrect my tutoring company jrgenius.com. I had a job interview at
Markham Montessouri and later met Cheryl Menezes, who I didn’t
know. She was looking for a dogsitter in exchange for a room in the
basement with kitchen/bathroom/ rec room facilities. Alfred Sit, a
mutual friend introduced us.)
(I was unaware that she was not suppose to legally have a tenant
living in her basement.)

This sudden unemployment, fear for my life, caused stress for me
financially and I had left Richmond Hill and moved back to my family
home in Sault Ontario in July 2004.
My parents continued to be very physically and verbally abusive.
This abuse continued on a daily basis.

Cheryl wanted me to live there, She signed the papers for welfare to
verify that I had a place to live and an income. Welfare gave me
$500 for rent and start up and I moved to Toronto.
I did not pursue the teaching position at Montessouri at Cheryl’s
request.

Furthermore, the situation of my bankruptcy and inability to work
created more tension in the home.
I worked in a call centre in Dec 2004 for 1.5 months. I quit the call
centre work, when I was verbally promised a supply teaching position
in January 2005 in Sault Ontario.

In January 2005, my $65,000 pension was stolen from me.

Nov 23rd to April 28, 2008-I lived Cheryl Menezes’ home on
Porchester Ave in Scarborough.
There was no written agreement. I took care of Chimo, her dying dog
and 2 cats when Cheryl was not at home. I also cleaned the house,
since it was extremely filthy, ( first my living space and then upstairs
where Cheryl requested that I watch Chimo, when she was at work.)

Work and payment for services rendered
After my meeting with OECTA president in January 2005, in Sault
Ontario, I was later black balled from all teaching positions with no
explanation.
February 2005 - I was hospitalized due to this stress and
hopelessness. This was my last hospitalization.
I have a doctor’s note, dated April 2006 to follow up my status,
stating that I am healthy and not on meds and not a threat to my
own life or others. This letter was used for my OECTA labour dispute,
to prove that I was not disabled and fit to teach. OECTA wanted me to
avoid challenging them. I wrote a letter to OECTA, while in the
hospital stating my concerns in this legal matter and that I had an
attending physician and psychiatrist, who could assess me and I did
not require their disability doctors.
Since this time, I have not been hospitalized. I was not prescribed
any medication and continue to be drug free.
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I could not tolerate the filth and cleaned her area while she was at
work. Cheryl requested that I clean her home for the next few
months, while she was at work. Sometimes she paid me, other times
she didn’t. (At times, she expected me to clear her entire 3 bedroom
duplex upstairs in 2 hours. That was not possible. I averaged about
$8/hour for work when she did pay me.)
She also gave me $50 dollars to write articles for her Employee
Handbook that she published with her name on it, for work. I wrote 2
articles at $50 each. Each article took at least 3 days to fully complete.

Cheryl had met Marguarita in the basement where I lived, because I
was showing her around. She was at the side door when we both left
to go outside. My keys were on the inside of the side door, and I didn’t
lock the side door to my entrance, since she was home and I didn’t see
a threat to my property. She saw us leave and said goodbye. Cheryl
should have locked the door behind her, if she felt endangered.
When I returned, Cheryl had locked me out of the house deliberately
and left to go shopping, so that I would have to wait for her outside of
the house.
She took my house and car keys from the 2 way lock, when she left,
so that I would have to wait in the snow outside. I had a spare set to
my car and left to go shopping, leaving her a voicemail that I was sorry
for not locking the door.
When Cheryl came home, she condescendingly told me that she
would keep the upstairs door locked for 2 weeks, so that I would learn
how to lock the outside door behind me when I left, to teach me a
lesson. She also told me to lock the door always when walking the
door down the street a few houses away and also when I am in the
backyard in the shed). I thought these demands were ridiculous, since
she didn’t follow her own rules and she was being paranoid in order to
be controlling and in CHARGE.
I told her to stay upstairs with the door side door locked always and I
would dog sit and stay downstairs. This way I didn’t have to clean her
upstairs as well.
Cheryl would have to notify me if she was coming downstairs. From
this point on, she kept the upstairs door locked.
I looked to move out at this point. I planned to help a friend clean
her parents home for pay and I requested to leave on her day off. She
told all her friends that I was breaking our agreement without proper
scheduling negotiations, but she failed to tell them the reason why I
was so upset with her. Her friends were emailed bcc’ed a letter of
clarification, since she was making me look like the bad guy. Cheryl
was enraged that I was airing her dirty laundry.
After the incident with the locking out of the house in January,
Cheryl and I were not friends. This would be strictly business.
Cheryl convinced me to stay on, since I was doing a good job and
promised me that she would arrange an office space at the country
club where she worked, as well as other at home computer work so
that I could continue to take care of her dog and 2 cats.
I agreed to the promise and told her that I would remain in the
basement and that she should stay upstairs and keep the door
locked. This way I would not have to clean up her home since it was
very dirty and I often with clean without payment.

UNABLE to startup my Tutoring Company
Effectively

CONFLICT INCIDENT that resulted in my first attempt to move
out.

Dec 2007 to Feb 2008- The Millionaires Club and Navigators
Group were interested in Jrgenius International Schools. I was trying
to put together a business plan for the Navigator’s Group. There would
be funding for the project. I also attended a Millionaires Club
conference in Chicago in December to present my Jrgenius
International Schools project.

At 11:30 am on Saturday January 19, 2008, I went out for ½ hour
with a girlfriend for coffee.

I was building an international school and Cheryl and Hilton were
interested in investing.
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I bought helenwhite.info and spiritas.info, Alfredsit.info for
Jrgenius.com and serenity global.com.

April 2008, I told Cheryl that if nothing manifests for Jrgenius
International Schools by the end of the month, then I would have
to leave. When I realized that she didn’t have anything that was
suitable for me for income, planned to move at the end of April 2008

Hilton, Alfred, Cheryl and Goverdan were included in the investment
opportunity. Hilton had koolu.ca connections that he wanted to
market with my school concept. This was a (tiny computer) that he
wanted to incorporate into Jrgenius internationals schools.

--------------------------

I could not tutor my clients efficiently, around Cheryl’s schedule
and demands, My clients were in York Region and I had to travel
during rush hour, after school. This only allowed me to teach 1 or 2
clients in one evening. I did not all have school evenings open to me.

Situation that escalated into arguments and my
subsequent arrest on April 28, 2009
th

I was preparing to move on April 30 , because Cheryl had made
several promises of employment opportunities to me which she
never followed through with. I had 2 teaching positions that I
turned down because Cheryl wanted me to dog sit and she
promised me a better opportunity where I could promote my
business, as well as take care of Chimo, her dog in exchange.

Cheryl wanted me home by 10 pm and I could not do any marketing
or hiring while in these area. I could only go out about 2 evenings, so
financially I was not able to support myself.

February 2008- I pursued a teaching opportunity in Mississauga.
I would live with my cousin. Cheryl convinced me to not take the
position, stating that she had better opportunities for me which would
further me along. Hilton and Cheryl had plans for me. I declined the
position.

I spent quite a bit of time outside with Chimo in the day so that I could
stay out of the basement.

February 2008

I planted a garden and removed the garbage from her lawn and yard,
which she said she would reimburse the for the labour and materials.
in the spring. Cheryl never did pay me for any of my investment in
time and supplies for her yard.

I had all the boxes in the basement in the hallway packed.

I was traveling to Sault Ste Marie Ontario for Economic
Development meetings. I was short on money and had to swap my
silver coins with Cheryl, so that I could get cash for gas and travel.

Cheryl and I were not talking, just arguing all month. Cheryl
would always try to cut me up, gossip secretly upstairs with her friends
and on the phone about me, threat me like I was less than her
She had broken her promise to help me with work and I did not
trust her.
She would often have me do housework and yard work without
pay.

My parents reimbursed me far too many times. They were
expecting me to find work. (I also didn’t go home for Christmas at
Cheryl’s request. My mother was not pleased of my living
arrangements and I promised her that I would look for something more
permanent. )

When I stopped cleaning, she then called Jessica over to house
clean for pay. (Cheryl hires people on welfare and disability so that
she won’t have to pay fair wages).
Our relationship was very tense at this point, after all her broken
promises and deceptions.

March 2008

I did not trust her with my possessions at this point either. I found
many books and personal articles in Cheryl’s residence while Alfred
was dog sitting upstairs and I was visiting him. I had found many of my
books upstairs in her library, and she was loaning them out without my
permission. (Alfred had books of mine given to him by her). She also
used many of my pots and dishes. ) I loaned her my VCR and she
refuses to this day to return it.

Being in the basement very unhealthy for me there was no furniture
to sit on other than its share an old table that we found in the garbage.

(She even promised to send $300 after I was arrested to my mother.
instead, she sent a slandering letter to try and entrap me, on July 28,
2008)

I had to sleep in the next room on the floor while the repairs were going
on. It was damp, moldy, bug infested. I had ant bites all over my
body. I became ill, congested, depressed.
I often sat in a detox bath and ate homemade soup often to remedy my
illness and distress myself.

April 2008 Raymond was renovating the bedroom that I was staying in
because it was leaking water. There were carpenter ants crawling all
over my bed.

Jessica ( next door neighbour/ housekeeper) told me that Cheryl
was charged and fined in landlord/ tenant court previously,
because the last tenant found a rats and put one in the freezer for
proof in court. She was banned from renting out the basement.
Cheryl created a story to prevent me from filing legal action
against her, that escalated into my arrest and having these false
charges laid on me.

DETAILS leading up to the ARGUMENT and ARREST
on APRIL 28, 2009
On April 27th,, , the basement refrigerator short circuited. There
was water on the floor, under the fridge and outside my room where I
was sleeping on the floor.
I had told Cheryl that this was a fire hazard and it could burn the
house down.
I stayed up all night, trying to fix the blown fuses in the house due
to the refrigerator short circuiting. I left Cheryl a note outside her
kitchen door, during the night. Goverdan, Cheryl’s out of town boss
was upstairs sleeping.
On April 28, 2008, Cheryl and I had a dispute (not the first one)
and I told her I was going to call human rights and take her to
court after I saw a doctor for the ant bites and the illness I was
suffering from due to excessive mold and the living situation.

I needed to be outside, since the basement was very damp,
moldy, carpenter ant infested and depressing.

April 28, 2009 6 am, I had to call friends to see if I could move my
food somewhere.
7 am- Cheryl offers to put my food in her fridge. She upset me with
her prior stealing of my books and belongings and I did not want to
lose my food to her either. She had no room in her refrigerator.
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8:00 am Cheryl brings Raymond down to try and fix the problem. I
asked Cheryl to leave several times. Raymond always heard us
fighting. We never got along.
I made it very CLEAR to Cheryl that I did not want her down stairs
while Raymond was working. I was trying to sleep now.
We just needed to avoid eachother.

The report said I came into the kitchen with a knife, and the report
said that I grabbed the knife off the kitchen counter. Pics show no
knife anywhere at 11 am. I had no idea she said I had used a knife
when I took the pictures before noon )

over and over and over to Raymond, so that he would think that this
was the truth.)
I was screaming at her as she ascended up the stairs.
10 am Hilton called me. I was unaware that she said to him. He
called me a couple of times and I hung up on him after calling him a
hypocrite, (since he promised me investment opportunities and never
followed thru).

She continued to stay down stairs, speaking loudly and irrelevantly
to Raymond. She mocked me when Raymond managed to fix the
fridge and I could not.

10-11 am- Cheryl went with Raymond to change the lock on the
upstairs door, which I never had a key to anyway, just to create more
drama and build up her story.

There was no power in the bedroom I was in. (This was the fire
hazard. In the police report, Cheryl twisted the situation and said that I
would burn the house down. I never said such a thing)

11:30am to 12 pm. I took pictures of the basement apartment, and
the bites on my body.

nothing to that affect. This is a fabricated story to make me sound
crazy.
They left and went upstairs. I never turned to even look at him. He lied
to me and I didn’t trust him anymore.
About midnight, 5 police officers came down to take me to the
hospital. I told them I would not go to the hospital, since I was raped
and unconscious for 2 days when I was in Scarborough hospital. My
tooth was knocked out.
I didn’t need hospitalization and I was NOT on any meds. I have been
a RNCP and tried my best to maintain a healthy lifestyle without drugs.
April 29 2008- The next day Cheryl tells Alfred that ‘She is Shiva the
Destroyer, and if Dana ever writes anything about her or her friends
on her website, that she would destroy me.
April 30 2009 - Alfred bails ,me out of jail. I go to his apartment.

8:30 am I was about to take a bath and had the water ready.
I found Cheryl in my bathroom for no reason, with the door close.
I went into the bathroom and I had told her that she needed to go
upstairs. I took her by the shoulders and pointed her in the direction of
the door, so she could leave my washroom.

Cheryl makes it difficult for me to access my personal
belongings.
May 1 2008 Alfred has ½ hour to pick up my necessities and vehicle.

9 am- I came out of the bath to get a bowl of soup (pot was on the
stove simmering) to take back with me into the bathroom. I didn’t have
my glasses on so I could not see. They would have fogged up if I had
my glasses on.

There was no knife and no physical assault. I did yell, get out of
my space stairs before I kill you.
Kill- I use that phrase loosely and often, in my normal speech, without
anger, habitually. It is not meant to be taken literally. It is a bad habit
one syllable word phrase. I often say it when someone is joking with
me or pulling a prank too. Killing me softly with his song. Kill the lights.
I killed my hair. You kill me…are examples. Murdering has a d more
specific action)

Cheryl was still in the kitchen with Raymond.
I said “ look the blind teaching the professional how to fix things. I told
you to get up stairs. I don’t want you here. “ I was yelling loudly and
impatiently now. I told her that I couldn’t wait to get out of this
place.

Cheryl challenged me and said, “Why don’t you leave right now.”
I said, “you can’t do that. You can’t just throw a person out on the
street because you feel like it”.
(I had a feeling she would do that one day because she always
reassured me that she would always give me fair notice. Hilton even
said that she would never do that. Here she was doing that NOW)
I also said that I would move today, if she paid for a moving van and
had Jessica help me move, since I was too weak to move.
I told her to call a moving company and pay Jessica to help me.
She could pay fair market rates. She could pay her for her time.
Knowing that she was violating my rights, and that she could not
just throw me out on the street, I told her that I would sue her and
take her to human rights for the way I as living and being treated.
I called her an Illuminati Slave driver, Queen bee and her worker bees
and a Satanist. I told her to get out of my space before I kill you.
She grabbed Raymond, who had his back turned to the fusebox .
she said” Let’s go Raymond” and she dragged him upstairs. I
had a ladle in my hand when I was screaming at her. It was used for
the soup, which was on the stove in front of the fuse box.
Raymond (who is mentally disabled and collects disability) was not
aware what was happening and followed Cheryl up the stairs, because
Cheryl had him by the arm. ( Raymond did not grab Cheryl and take
her upstairs. Raymond was just caught in the middle of the arguing
and didn’t know what to think. Cheryl repeated her side of the story

May 3 2008- and I had to get my stuff out of Cheryl’s place with police
escort. I have about 1 hour and they police didn’t want to wait and I
had to leave a few things behind
June 26, 2008 Lillian her next dog sitter called me needing a place to
stay. I was at Alfred’s parents home, since he bailed me out and I
was living there funding my rent by housecleaning and gardening.
She stays with us for a few nights and I loan her my camera to take
pictures of the basement apartment. I help Lillian move her stuff into
storage. She leaves. There is no place for her there.

2 pm- Alfred came downstairs and asked me about a knife. I was in
the kitchen cutting a hard boiled egg for my salad. I told him that this is
the first time today that I have had a knife in my hands. I was eating
soup earlier.
I could not hear her phone conversations upstairs, but I managed to
take pictures for my lawsuit, that I told her I was filing, just after I saw
the doctor for my bites and illness, that this basement living situation
had caused me. (Cheryl lied to the police and said I was off my meds.
I am not on meds. Doctor’s letter confirms I am not in need of meds,
nor a harm to myself or others.)
1 pm- Cheryl continued to provoke a fight. Being on the phone with
Alfred, Cheryl came down the basement stairs, with the phone
receiver in my direction, so that Alfred could hear me shout at her.

Pictures show the kitchen.
Alfred said that Cheryl wanted me to leave and I told him I was willing
to go, if she hired someone to move me and paid for the moving van. I
wasn’t going to drive anywhere in my ill state.
4 pm- I called my lawyer Altaf Khan, to come and look at my living
situation. He was unavailable.
I went back to bed.

If Cheryl was afraid of me, she should have called the police and had
me removed right away, yet she kept coming downstairs to provoke
me. Knowing that I was ill, hadn’t slept all night, and that she had
angered me by telling me to get out on the street immediately, Cheryl
continued to play on my anger to her benefit.

10 pm - I thought Hilton and Alfred came down stairs. I could not
see them, since I had no contacts on and it was dark. I was bundled up
in my coat and heavy clothing and bundled on the air mattress on the
floor in the room.
I didn’t know it was Goverdan (her boss) until Alfred told me after I was
bailed out. I did not turn around.

I was not aware that Cheryl told Hilton that I had a knife. I did not
have a knife, I had a ladle for my soup bowl and was yelling at her
to leave the kitchen and get upstairs.
Police report-

Hilton spoke to me and said I was scaring everyone. I didn’t know
what he meant. ( I thought is was due to my website.) He asked me
to get up and move out with Alfred. I could not physically move. I
was too weak and sick.

(She cannot describe the knife that I was accused of using on
her, yet she knew that there were 2 black handled knives and a
can opener, that were missing from the drawers when I moved.

I told him that he was a hypocrite and I wouldn’t be counting on his
investment with jrgenius.com. I said that I could do it myself. ( I don’t
know where he got that info from the police report. I did not say that
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Torontostreetnews, and he delivered it. She started asking about me
and he refused to discuss the matter.
She had the same situation of police intervention the next month with
Lillian Vrban the dog sitter. She also accused Lillian of pushing
Cheryl and told her friends that she would have to do to Lillian
what she did to the last dog sitter….giggling (Alfred witnessed this)
May 2008 - July 2008 – Cheryl told Alfred that she would send my
mother $2-300 dollars for my yard work and gardening, but instead she
sent her a letter that was addressed to me, in c/o Elizabeth
Horochowski that falsely accused me of being crazy, threatening a
knife on my mother and conspiring with Lillian. She deliberately
tried to entrap my mother into a phone recording. I was not even living
the Sault , where she sent the letter. My father mailed me the letter,
since, I was living at Alfred’s in Toronto, awaiting legal aid approval
Cheryl, on numerous occasions, manipulated Alfred by lieing and
accusing him of having a police record, to side with her and REVOKE
my bail so that I would be locked up.
August 11, 2008. I posted the information on my website
pertaining to this case. This was as a result of the below
incidences and I felt my life was in serious danger. I disclosed her
intensions and actions on a website to keep me safe and produce a
paper trail record. Cheryl has attempted to destroy my life ever since,
in order to cover up her own agendas and keep me from living freely.
1) May 2009. Cheryl had been slandering my name, calling all my
contacts in my address book, discussing my mental state and situation.

Cheryl tried to entrap me again on Feb 11 2009 at my bail hearing with
voice recordings that I left Alfred in anger, to prove to the court that I
was crazy.

Who are Cheryl Menezes and Hilton
Peter Mijovick audio and files

c/o my mother -falsely accusing me of crimes I did not commit.
She mentioned Lillian conspiring with me ( the next dog sitter who
filed a landlord tenant lawsuit against Cheryl for attempted
insurance fraud and unfit living conditions, unfit working conditions and
harassment.

----

Cheryl lied about the knife and me pushing her. When I went into the
bathroom for my bath and she was in there for no reason, I only took
her by the shoulders and directed her so that she would face the door
and leave the bathroom.
She called all my friends to build her case. How she got a hold of
them, she took my address book and copied my pages, while I was in
jail. She also deleted her emails off my laptop which had letters from
her and I where we had the fallout in January and that I was planning
on leaving then. ( Alfred is witness to this computer incident)
She spread this knife and violence story to everyone that I knew and
even tried to get Victor Fletcher to turn against me, when she lured
him to her house. She bought some oxywater off a newspaper ad in

August 12, 2008- Cheryl calls another secret
meeting with Alfred Sit. This time Scott Craig ( her dog
sitter and friend of Hilton's) comes out and challenges
him to a fight. The initial meeting was to disclose some
important documents to Alfred. There was nothing
important. A trap to endanger Alfred.

August 14, 2008- Cheryl continues to harrass my
mother/father, stating that she will call her back in a
half hour. My mother senses that she is being
entrapped and taped into a manipulating conversation.
Cheryl states that Alfred Sit also wants to have me
committed and it is in my best interest. Alfred Sit
confirmed with me that this is not true and that she
wants to revoke my bail. Meanwhile she is lying to my
mother- stating that she wants to see me get some
help in an institution. She is going to use my brother's
death last year as a cause to say that I am crazy.

3) August 1, 2008- Cheryl arranges a secret meeting with Alfred at
her house, requesting him to sign papers to not disclose her
discussions about me and her attempt to have my bail revoked and
have me institutionalized.

Summary of Charges Against Me

Alfred Sit is a key witness in my lawsuits and his life is
threatened now that Cheryl made him sign a document
to not discuss how she is scheming to destroy me.
(July 30 2008 secret meeting with Cheryl, Alfred and
her lawyer friend Robin).

exchange for when my court date appearance would
be and where. She planned to have Scott Craig ( her
dog sitter and friend of Hilton's) come after me and
hurt me in some way. We shall see. The police have
been made aware of her nefarious plans. See link for
full evidence disclosure. Who is doing the criminal
activity here?

August 2008- Jacqueline ( Black witch) sets
Alfred Sit up with Kathleen. Jacqueline told
Alfred Sit in the past that he would regret bailing me
out of jail and the 911 movement. Jacqueline tells
Alfred Sit to get an STD test so that Kathleen can sleep
with him. Kathleen, prior to this time had given up her
soul to Jacqueline in a drunken situation.

August 13, 2008- Cheryl continues to call my
mother, spreading lies that I am mentally worse and
that she cares about me and wants to commit me to
an institution. Stop lying and harassing my family. You
are worrying them needlessly. Leave my family,
friends and me alone. You have slandered me enough.
It MUST now STOP!

2) July 28 2009- She wrote a manipulative letter to me-

August 12- Cheryl made life difficult for me and when I showed up for
court, she also threatened to have me beat up by Scott Craig.
Alfred warns me to avoid Scott Craig, should you see him
outside the courthouse when I go for my legal aid hearing. .

She is really trying to destroy me and cover her
tracks now, after Lillian Vrban (her last dog
sitter/tenant) took her to Landlord and Tenant court
and presented my court disclosure to support her claim
that Cheryl too, tried to pull the same stunt on
her.

Hell In White-by Dana Horochowski
Helen White is Cheryl's pen name, should she ever
publish anything that belongs to her. Perhaps she can
write her true confessions from a prison cell or insane
asylum, after the truth is revealed.
She continues to defame my character . Endangers
my future by spreading HORRIBLE LIES about me.
She is contacting everyone that I know to try and
destroy me (as Cheryl threatened that she would do,
on April 29, 2008 to Alfred Sit). (Cheryl Menezes
stole and copied my address book/personal password
records, deleted pertinent emails off my computer
(that I backed up on another) that would disclose her
evil nature).
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Is she a doctor? Is she suppose to be harrassing my
family after calling Constable Hayes on Wed. Aug 13,
2008, complaining that I have her posted on the web
and that it is affecting her work now? Freedom of
Speech is still my right. I will tell my truth. Why does
she continue to try and destroy me? Has she not done
enough damage?

Jacqueline now wants Alfred Sits soul in exchange for
her finding his gold coins.(Devil's work is never free.)
Once having intercourse, Alfred is under a spell.
Nothing seems to get him to think straight. He
becomes very unreliable, secretive and untrustworthy.
Arguements about me doing all the house work and
renovations, while he is out messing around or doing
what HE wants.

September 2008- Alfred is more secretive and we
barely see eachother. I go home to a sick dad and his
funeral. Alfred handles court on Sept 27 08

and now request some kind of protection for myself,
since this woman will not leave my life alone.

October 2008-I return to court and say legal aid from
June 28 still delayed. I wait till November to still get
legal aid delay. Infom them that I am moving to the
Sault to seek work or start my business.

August 21, 2008- My court appearance...one of
many for these false accusations. Anyway...Cheryl
blackmailed Alfred with supposed information in

November 2008- Dana leaves McGill St.
because Kathleen has given Alfred Sit an
untimatum. She (Kathleen)wants my bailer ( Sit) to

Constable Hayes was called on August 14,
2008 around midnight. I reported the harrassment
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dump his responsibilities and submit to her needs.
Either her or me. Although Dana and Alfred have never
been intimate, Kathleen is telling Alfred that she is
insecure about having me stay there. Wants me to
leave. I leave...and
move to the Sault

the

stone.

)

Jan 11, 2009 I took pictures of the Alfred's room
and the set up he had with the jewelry ritual.

December 2009Dana stays in close
contact with Alfred Sit
only. He has my laptop
and we message by cell
frequently. Alfred is
asked to deal with this
Illegal court matter
before me. He was given a lst of people to contact so
that we could settle this matter out of court before it
got complicated. Alfred did nothing. He stayed in his
bed a lot. Did not work. Saw Kathleen a few times and
picked up a Black Onyx bracelet from Kathleen.

I get a visit from the GARBAGE POLICE at noon.
Michael witnesses how I am being charged with a
garbage dumping fine of $365. Alfred dumped the
house hold garbage nightly at the parkette on McGill.
My name was found on that garbage and now I was
being charged for dumping the garbage. Alfred comes
upstairs and admits to being in charge of garbage in
the house. He denies that he dumps the gargage at
the parkette at McGill. He first is willing to handle the
ticket issue, but refuses to take the charge when he
has to plead guilty for the dumping. He therefore
allows the officer to issue me the $365 garbage fine. I
need to appeal this is court now as well. I call him a
liar as he walks down to his apt.

I had been incredibly ill in bed before my trip back to
Toronto in January. 9 days after the full moon, Jan 2, I
became extremely ill and disoriented. My eyes were
bloody and my visions was weak. My face and body
felt like it was put in acid. I was bed ridden for days. I
was stressed that I had to drive back to Toronto for
court for this illegal matter against me.

January 2009- Jan 7 2009 I have to drive 12
hours in the snow and slush to court for a legal aid
update and need to reapply with financial information.
I stay in Toronto to settle that matter. Alfred meets me
at court. I am late due to the weather.

At 23 McGill St., Alfred hands me a Black Onyx
copper bracelet to touch. This is Kathleen's bracelet
given to him for me to handle. Then he places a
whole nutmeg inside the bracelet and a whole
nutmeg on top of Kathleen's picture beside his
bed. (Whole nutmeg increases psychic energy. Black
onyx is protection for the owner of the stone, but can
be hexed as a death stone when given to another.
Copper conducts the intention that is programmed into

came back to a disgusting house again which I am
bartered to clean as my rent. Greasy grill and all my
dishes dirty in the kitchen and the washroom is filthy. I
am now expected to clean this mess. Again...I was
loud with Alfred and made my pont very clear that this
is a health hazard to the rest of the house verbally and
by note on the kitchen cupboard...

I take the bracelet to my psychic healer, who is
trying to remove the black witchcraft off me. She
warns me of things to come. She destroys the
Black Onyx Bracelet.

Jan 8 2009, I take a bath to detox from whatever I
have been attacked with. I am yelling to Alfred in his
room while l am in the bath tub. He has the radio on
and I have to yell over the radio from the bathroom.
Michael upstairs can hear my one sided conversation
with Alfred.
I come out of the bath and I am still yelling over the
radio. He doesn't respond. He also finally tells me that
he didn't complete anything I asked him to do in
December. He didn't arrange a meeting with Cheryl,
Hilton, Altaf, Mark. He didn't call or email anyone who
needed to get my messages thru. He still had cases of
food on the ground and toilet paper, boxes of papers
on the floor. I told him, should there be a flood in the
basement, all would be lost and the power would be
out. You could not salvage the survival supplies that he
had spent so much time collecting. I gathered my
colloidal silver bottles and survival supplies and
removed them from his basement apt. See all pics
here
He remained in the mess of boxes and garbage in the
corners of his closet and room. I refused to clean up. I
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February 11, 2009- Cheryl, Hilton and Alfred
Sit try to plot a way to destroy my life and put me into
a mental institution on false, manipulated grounds, so
that I do not proceed with the NEW PARADIGM. Alfred
uses my voicemails to say that I am crazy ( meanwhile
I am extremely angry with him and justified.) Cheryl
uses Alfred to optain these voicemails and PLOTS to
twist a story to try and me commited as unstable.
Alfred sets the stage for my mental instability with
several people in our circle.

and have income access. ( I have not tutored for years
however, due to the holyhealthy.com drama and my
being black balled from working in the BEAST
SYSTEM.)

Trial set for November 26, 2009. All day trial
will cost taxpayers a pretty penny.
Cheryl Menezes and Hilton Peter Mijovick need to
appear. Alfred Sit and Lillian Vrban will be supoenad.
If you have any support evidence that you can send
me, please contact me at danah@jrgenius.com

folder of evidence
August 2009 Hilton is accused of being involved
in a money scam. Ester saw website and called
me.
Sept 2009, Hilton asks me to take down the
websites by email, and I do so immediately. I
redesign helenwhite.info and forward spiritas.info
to spiritas.ca
Nov 2009 – I email Alfred to have him meet me
at court and I ask about the arrangements. He
says that he will meet me there. I email him a
copy of his recording and a copy of Cheryls voice
mail recordings to transcribe, since her’s were
inaudible. They were referring to my entrapment
and her threats to have Alfred revoke my bail.

Again, I had to pay the psychics to reverse the
spell they put on the judge ( since I was now
protected). This again cost me a great deal of money. I
have all the recordings of my sessions, should the
need arise to bring this to the publics attention. I don't
intend to go to jail without proper justice being served
to those who are really responsible for this situation.
I would like to thank the angels that were looking out
for me during this trying time. Your light, love and full
heavenly armour were victorious. Blessings to you all.
McGill St- Things have improved, since with the state
of the home when I return for court hearings. Legal aid
is denied due to the fact that I have a small business
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Alfred Transcription of audio
Intimidation of Cheryl Menezes.
This recording is by Alfred Sit on August 19, 2008
At 9:26 p m. This is my second attempt.
This recording relates to events which transpired between Cheryl Menezes
and myself, with regards to Dana Horochowski
On Tues Aug 12 , I received a message from Cheryl stating that it is urgent
that I contact her, with regards to something that Dana has done and that there
could be legal implications for myself.
Upon calling Cheryl, she stated that Dana has slandered her, has generated
hate using her website, generated ridicule upon her with people at work and
that there could be serious legal implications for myself.
Then she stated that she and her people has me checked out and that she is
aware of my criminal record, which was an attempt to intimidate me because
what she just said was a blatent lie because I do not have a criminal record.
Anyway, as I was at work, I made arrangements to meet her because she
demanded that I neet her inodrer to get myself cleared.
So afterwork, I meet with her and she proceeds to tell me that she is going to
be laying a complaint with the police for harassment and other issues.
Now this recording is only based on a very recent recollection of events
anddetails will be filled in at a latere date in writing.
Continuing on, she proceeds to take me to the police station, where her
attention was to file a complaint against Dana and this is with regard to the
website. During this time while we were waiting for the police, Cheryl does a
very strenuous selling job to me, on why Dana should be institutionalized, and
why she should have her bail revoked and why she needs to be removed from
my home.
And the details are as follows. Just as soon as I can get my notes straight. So
Cheryl makes a case of why Dana should be institutionalized and she seems to
be selling it very hard.
She says that signs of mental issue, with regards to d
Dana, is that she has a history of violence, and that relates to the charges that
was laid on her in the Cheryl matter. The website shows a pattern of religious
obsession, she states that Dana is obsessed with certain people such as Gudni,
which is given in the website, that she is irrational, and she further states that
other people in her life have stated similar things.
She brought up Karish’s name, who said that he wouldn’t take her in because
she is unstable, she brought up Eric’s name, she brought up another source
which stated that dana has exhibited unstable behaviour since childhood.
She also brought up Tom Kennedy’s name who stated that Dana becomes
weird when she drinks.
She also stated that she is suing everyone.
SO this is the case that Cheryl is trying to present to me to have Dana
institutionalized, because she is trying to convince me that these are signs of
mental illness. Furthermore she stated that she has a potential to harm herself
and others.
7 min
Just a moment while I try to get my thoughts and notes together. OKAY these
events are still taking place on Tuesday August 12th.
So, here we are, she brings me to the police station, because I think she
wanted me to be co complaintant with her because I am Dana’s assurity, she
wanted me to withdraw my assurity, that way dana would have to have her
bail revoked and she would have to return to jail.

The wait for the officer took so long that finally we had to leave and Cheryl
stated that she was going to have the officer contact her at her work the next
morning I believe.
On the way back, she was suppose to take me back to her house and show me
some further documentation, which never happened, because at that point
when we showed up, Scott Craig, who was at Cheryls house, saw me and
approached me became extremely beligerant with me and he tried to get me
into a fight with him. This is with regards to a previous event where he
showed up at my martial arts school and he was told that he wasn’t welcome.
At that point, he saw an opportunity for revenge because he has his ego
busted.
Anyway, continuing the next day, we are now moving into Wed. August 13th,
Cheryl is continuing to sell me on the idea that Dana is mentally ill and needs
to be hospitalized and she is bringing up other people who will confirm. She
brought up Tom’s name, Victor’s name. I did phone Victor that morning,
again this is August 13th and I asked him if he did speak to Cheryl and he
emphatically stated NO.
Also on this day, I did question Cheryl about her statement about my so-called
criminal charges and she had to backtrack saying that she never said such a
thing.

Canadstreetnews and she has stated that if I don’t get in touch with her, that
there will be legal ramifications for myself.
Subsequently upon calling her, she stated thatI had better come out to a
meeting with her as part of the intimidation. She stated that she had me
checked out and that she is aware of my criminal record, which is a blatant
lie, because I don’t have a criminal record. I don’t have the exact time, but this
took place on Tues August 12th while I was at work.

Testing testing.

Cheryl voice mail to Alfred Sit.
Aug 2008
Aug 19 2008
439 6591
Discussing secret documents and won’t discuss it on the phone due to legal
ramifications.

11 min

Wants to meet with him to discuss documents.

The exact date on these statements I don’t have, but Cheryl stated that she
spoke to her mother, and I am referring to Dana’s mother and Dana’s mother
had told her that Dana had threatened her own parents with a knife. That her
mother in law had her charged on a different matter and that she had been
previously hospitalized. I am just going thru my mothes to see if I can find
further particulars.
The further particulars refer to dana under her married name. Dana Jammer
and Cheryl stated that to me that there are previous records of Dana under that
name, and that she was hospitalized in Oshawa, Mississauga and a hospital in
either Minnisota or Minniapolis.

439 65 91.

13 min

5:25
Police, resolve it amicably. I haven’t heard from you and I am going to have
to make my move. Unfortunately it may hurt you more that it will Dana

I was assuming that you turned on me. Leave me a message, ou don’t have to
take to me. I want to know where you stand. I want to see that your okay and
I want to start investigating.
Leave me a message on my cell phone or on my home line. I will not pick it
up.
Needs to know where Alfred stands with respect to me.

I don’t need to talk to Dana
6 min. inaudibleCourt on Friday.

13.50 min
Subsequent to all this, I did speak to Dana’s mother. I don’t have the exact
date but Dana was speaking to her mother and she did put me on the phone to
her. And her mother seemed to be very concerned as to what Cheryl was
manipulating and she felt that Cheryl was trying to harm Dana.
So in my opinion, Cheryl was just trying to create a story to have dana
institutionalized because she didn’t like the contect on her website with
regards to herself. And I am talking about Cheryl. Cheryl did not like the
content on Dana’s website and she was going to take certain steps to have her
removed and ultimately have the website shut down.
So this communication ends righ t now. It si about 9:41pm and this is just a
loose recollection of events as I recall it and the details will be filled in in
writng.
This is Alfred Sit and this is the conclusion of this recording.
16 to 18:50 small recording
This is a recording by Alfred Sit. On August 15, 9:15 pm relating to
communications and events with Cheryl Menezes. It is all based on a loose
recollection of events and details will be filled in on a later date by writing.
On August 12th, I received a message from Cheryl stated that it is urgent that I
contact her because she has seen the website that Dana has put up on
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DANA. …ABOUT HER
I won’t give you any more information then that.
July 7th 9:13 pm

So she continued with the conversation, stating that if I am to extricate myself
and I had better come out to her house and look for a way to extricate myself
from the legal implications that she was referring to.

So, this is catching her in a blatant lie which she had to cover her tracks with.

The full pattern seems to be that Cheryl is very strongly trying to sell me on
the idea that Dana needs to be hospitalized and she wants me to take steps to
have her removed from my home, to have her institutionalized and have her
bail revoked.

439 6591
12:22

6:59
Alfred you aren’t calling me. If you want me to trust you, you have to give
me your word.
I will trust you if you trust me. Normally. I don’t know what is going on.
In audible. Dana …you being caught up.. what ever happens to Dana, I know
Le t me know what is going on. Bye
8 min
Aug 12 9:39am.
You would call me in a couple weeks. Wanna give me a call. That particular
person is holding off on things\You need to callme back. I do want resolution.
I want to be able to move past this all.
In audible.
July 30 th 4:56 pm
11: 0 min to 11 :49
Opportunity.about Dana.
Ask Dana a very important question
Do you think that she would
In audible but important.

Please help me revise this. I cannot hear her clearly.
Thanks Dana\
Is this with respect to your transcript.
See you Thurs Nov 26 at 9 am.at Scargborough.
Victor plans to attend. Have you heard from Lillian at all?

Transcription of audio
For Crystal Psychic criminal account portion
Transcription of Crystal (C )- Psychic Healer Spiritualist
with Dana Horochowski ( D )
before court Feb 11, 2009
D-I’m so Nervous
C- Don’t be nervous. I can’t say don’t be nervous because it is hard not to be
nervous. Okay? But… I guess I was just going to just blurt it out on you.
KAY. And say it to you as easily as possible.
C- They are really really really trying to make this extra difficult, at this court
case. They don’t care about the other stuff. You know that?
D- what other stuff.
C- About you going on with your mission. About you doing your thing. And
all this stuff like that. They feel that if they ruin you at this court case, then
they ruin you at all other expenses as well.
D- Including Alfred too?
C- yah. Okay. They are not trying to go after you anymore. Because they
can’t. They have been seeing that whatever they have been trying to do, to
affect you, hasn’t been working, since we have been doing all this work.
D- Alfred is in cahoots with Cheryl now? And Hilton, the vampire.
C- Now this is the thing. The screwed up part. Okay this is why I got really,
really shocked. I got really, really surprised, cause I didn’t think that they
were going to go thru this part. To this level. You know what I am saying to
you?
D-

Are they going to pull my bail tomorrow?

C-

that is what they are trying to do. And they are trying to get to the
judges, the judge. They are trying to do something with the judge.
To try and…it sounds so stupid, I feel foolish. They are trying to
manipulate the judge, so that is doesn’t matter what you say, what
you do, the judge will not hear you. His ears will be closed off to
you.
That is not fair.

D-

C – well remember what I said. that we are trying to close the judges ears
against them. Some how they went and did it before we did it. I don’t do
black magic. I don’t do witchcraft. (talking to baby). And is really pissing me
off. I hate messing with fire. I hate it.

D-

and I am not doing anything. I haven’t done anything wrong.
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C- I’m not mad at you. I am not disappointed in you in any which way.
Cause you know what, like I said, their mad, because their work is not
affecting you.
D-But everything is on the web. Including Alfred’s confession. Cheryl’s
voice mail of her harassing me. Can I not use that tomorrow?
C- This is what we are trying to do. It doesn’t matter. When you witch craft,
how fucked up does shit happen? It doesn’t matter how right you are. It
doesn’t matter how black you are, how white you are. If they are trying to use
witchcraft, and if they are trying to do shit with the judge, then I have to
counteract what they are doing. And I have to do it ASAP. Because it is
crunch.

D-I knew there was something wrong.
C- you felt it right?
D- yah. I could feel like they were going to pull my bail.
C- ya….so
D-So I am going to jail tomorrow?
C- This is what I have to do. I nervous just as much, You are
making me dizzy you know that. I have been running in a circle
since the past 3 days, 4 days.
D- you think that Alfred would want to get this resolved.

C- because they are assholes. It is more than just assholes. It is a way of life
for them. They don’t even think twice about it anymore. Do you understand
how crazy that is? Do you understand how messed up that is? That they don’t
think twice about it. That they don’t feel one bit of guilt. They don’t feel any
kind of thought.
Maybe we should leave her alone now. It is like breath to them. The same way
we are breathing our works. The same way we burp.
9:00 min
D- that is why I called he an Illuminati slave driver. Everything that I
said was true.
C- that is why. You spoke the Truth. And what does the truth do.
D- It sets you free.
C- OKAY!! Hello. They are in bondage. They are in darkness. Didn’t I
tell you. They are doing their own thing. She doesn’t want Alfred, but
having Alfred in there makes it easier. She needs him for her shit at
the end of the day. OKAY? That is what this is all about. The big
dog. Who is the big cheese at the end of the day.
Who is the one that ends up with the glory and the victory at the end of the
day. That is what this is all about. What is their logic, what is there reason?
What are they trying to get out of it at the end of the day? They don’t even
know anymore. They are just fighting now. It is just them.

D- They don’t have anything anymore. They are not in my paradigm.
C-

5:20 min
In audible, talking to her child
C- This is the thing though. If they stop you here, they stop you all
the way around.
D-I am innocent though.
C- It doesn’t matter. You don’t know the type of people…you do know the
type of people… They are trying to get the legal justice on their side. There is
a stupid book, okay, that they have, okay…a woman NINA writes these
books.
It is all about black magic and candle magic and what to do, and what not to
do, when it comes to legal and court cases. There is a whole book written up
on this shit, unfortunately, and it is published. And it is easily accessible.
http://www.khakani.com

Like if it was something that they were fighting for, then maybe we
could go in. maybe we could go in and make a negotiation. It is not
even about that. I have to go and I have to fight ugly. So I have to go
in, and I have to get my weapons, and I have to get my tools, and I
have to do some shit tonight. The shit that I don’t want to do, but I have
to do it, if I am going to save your ass tomorrow.

So this is my problem. I need to call my friend that has those materials and I
need to pay him for those materials. I was not expecting this babe. And I am
very upset about this.
11:00 min
D- Is it going to work?
C-

6:50 min
DC- These people though, saw that is was not affecting you. They see how you
would not back down. They saw how you just kept coming up with more
evidence and more evidence and more proof. And more proof to show how
innocent you are. To show that there is no case here. There is nothing here.
Okay, we gotta do something here. Cause she is going to bury us at the end of
the day. So before she buries us. Before she makes up look like we are
vigilanty criminals, We gotta make her look like she is crazy. We gotta
make her look like this is all fabricated. You understand. Like this woman is
delusional and she needs to go into 1001. (referring to what they plan to do
with me).
This is what they are trying to do.
D-

CD-

Am I sitting here with you? Am I having this conversation with
you. If it wasn’t going to work I wouldn’t have this conversation
with you. I wouldn’t bother you with all this stuff. I would not
waste my time. The problem is because I have to do this the ugly
way, I have to get things the ugly way.Underground. And when
you get things underground, unfortunately it is a lot of money.
How much is it, cause I can get it, but the banks are closed,.
$3200
He wants it now, now. I have access to my mother’s credit card
number. I don’t have it, but I can go home and punch the amount
in to my account and it won’t be until tomorrow evening until it
goes in to my account I would think

DCD-

C-This is what I am going to do for you. I trust you
D- I am good for it.
C- I am going to trust you, cause I see your situation. I am going to trust
you like I never trusted anyone before. But I need to get something from
you. See what you can get for me tonight.
-

16:29
D-Is this going to be okay after this?
C- ya, but I had to go outside. I hate to keep bothering you. But what I did, is
I have protected you. I have made sure that anything try and send on you, put
it inside of you, in your atmosphere, goes away from you. No body can attack
you anymore.
I didn’t know that they were going to attack the judge. It is nothing that you
can see, It is like someone gives you ecstacy or opium.
D- so do I give them my side of the story tomorrow?
C- let me do what I have to do. Let me make these phone calls and I will
call you tonight. This you have to bring with you and you have to wear
it. Is it going to fit you. ( jade bracelet).
D- what does this do?

D- Why don’t they just leave me alone.

C-

C- to be honest with you. If you have to go stay at one of your friends, if
you have to stay at the shelter for the night, I would you do that. To be
honest with you, then stay there.
D- more energy directed at me.
C- Uhhmm. You don’t need them to know what our plans are. You
understand? You don’t need them to see how great you are doing and for
them to get more suspicious and try and dig deeper into things.
Let them think you are a nervous breakdown. Let them think you are a
shamble. Let them think you are all screwed up.
D- So they expect me tomorrow to come in like that. Cause of all the
stuff they have been doing to me, apparently.
C- uhhmm. So let them think that. But then when you walk in and you
are clean, and fixed and proper and speaking wor of truth and not
speaking words out of their ass like they are, they are going to…I’ll put
it to you this way….I have to do what I have to do tonight. Their words
are oign to come out so mixed up, they are not going to be able to even
get a straight word out. They will be stuttering over their words. You
won’t need any help. They will stutter over their words.
D-so I don’t need any help, I can just go in. I should give you my bank
card, you may have to bail me out. I will put the money in my account
tonight.
C- if I have to counteract. I hate that. I don’t like it.
D-the world is not fair.
C- the world is fair. It is stupid people that live in the world, that are
not fair. The world is a beautiful place my dear. And there are good
people.

D how can they just arrest me like that.

D-I am glad I have access to my mother’s credit card. If they think they
can keep me poor.

C- You don’t understand something. When you go in there, these
people have already put in their information. These people have already
spoken to other people. They have done witchcraft to make these
people’s minds not function the right way. So if I don’t do this tonight,
and you go in there tomorrow, it is like the lamb going into a pack of
wolves. And it can get chewed up. The lamb hasn’t done anything. The
wolves just go by instinct. They attack.
These people are in that whole room.

CDC-

let them think that. Let them think that you have nothing, that you
are nothing,.
I don’t have to take anything with me?
The bracelet is full circle. What ever they do, will go back to
them. And when I do this, the judges ears will be lifted,
everybodies ears will be open, and the truth will be set free. It will
be over.

D-the whole room?
C- will be under their spell.
D- wow…that is a lot of work for one person.

D-

oh I know, this is what they were trying to do in the first place.

C-Okay? So this is what has to happen. I have to go and I have to counteract
what they are doing. I hate to deal with this kind of shit. I am not going to lie
to you Dana. I don’t like it, I don’t appreciate it and I never dealt with it for a
very long time.
They are jealous people.

D it is a done deal. It is a credit card and process it tonight.
Should I be in that house tonight.

C-Full circle. To make a full circle. No matter what they do, that it will
go back on them. And wear purple. You know what to do. You know
how to dress like a lady.

C-

D and I would have no say in it. Right?
C- she is going to get the judges, to listen to them. They have all the
work in front of them.
D- and they have all the voicemails that I left Alfred. The angry ones. I
was angry and I meant what I said. ( re witchcraft Alfred used against
me with Kathleen and his failure to resolve this matter out of court).

D- I have cash on me now, but I can get the rest to you tomorrow.
C- give me want you have, and I can get my sisters to help me and
get the rest to me tomorrow.

15: 27 min money arrangement discussion not relevant to lawsuit. I have all
the appointments recorded on audio in the audio folder and links in the
internet.

C- Can you do that?
D-I have to do something or I am going to jail right? That is not fair.
C- yes.

I got paypal. I can move $2000 into your account.
I have to give him cash. This is what I can do for you.
It is 10 am court. I can get it to you, I just can’t at this minute. If I
am jail tomorrow, then I can’t get it at all.

babe, when you work with evil spirits, it’s disgusting. I mean when
you bow down to something other than our God, they want to keep
you there.

D They won’t have any power over me anymore. Will she go to jail?
C We don’t want anyone to go to jail, but she will. You know she will,
when they see what she is doing….
24 min
ending goodbyes….

should I get Victor and Mark ( lawyer) to come with me? The guy
with the newspapers.

C- let me make thise phone calls. Let me get these articles and let me do
what I have to do, and let me call you., because I didn’t know what to
do, until I speak to you first.
20:00 min

this is what I got to do.
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Ester’s phone call about Hilton Peter Mijovick
and money scam. Brokers Room Limited.
Transcription of related phone message to
Hilton. Sept 2009
Hi Ester,
D- Can you hear me okay, I am on my SKYPE. It’s Dana. If not I
can call you back on my landline.
E- Hi , hold on once second. Hold on. Okay did you get my message
regarding a business aspect. Hold on one second, sorry.
D-

E-

I am not use to this skype, cause it is just a little weird, But
I am on my computer trying to get my websites back up
and the phones are all the way up stairs, so I can’t usually
hear them.
Oh okay. Ya so I left you a message regarding Peter, and I
came across his name in a business, and this is the way I
came across his name. I don’t know if it is going to help
you.

About a year ago, a gentleman rented a house from my parents and he
wanted to get me involved in a business and I had to put $10, 000 to
this business. At the time I didn’t have any money and I didn’t do it.
But I kept his brochure. What happened was this gentleman left my
parent’s home and he owes them $5,000 dollars and didn’t pay them.
I started looking through this brochure cause I wanted to see if it was
a scam and so forth and I saw Peter’s name in this brochure. Hilton,
Peter..I don’t know who he is. And he was the promoter for this
whole business and I started researching this business and I couldn’t
find it anywhere.
D- is this the Koodo or Koolu?
E-

It is called Brokers Room Limited. I am going through this
whole brochure saying and basically they wash their hands
of everything, saying that it is not secured, with the
securities law of Canada and so forth, yet they were asking
$10,000 from everyone, to buy shares in it. And they asked
me for it as well, but thank goodness at the time I didn’t
have the money and I can’t get involved with it. He was
saying, and the gentleman was saying, “well if you invest
$10,000, in a year or so, you will make $100,000. Nothing
is guaranteed, nothing is guaranteed, but you need to make
this initial investment. “

D- Yeah
Any you know I didn’t have this money. And anyways,
Hilton/Peter was the promoter for this. And you have to
give this money, basically he was in trust of all this money.
Okay. So, I don’t know if it is helping you in anyway, I
don’t know. Like I said, it seemed to me like this business
isn’t anything reputable.I don’t know who gave money, I
don’t know who didn’t but thank God I didn’t end up
giving mine.
D- He did the same thing with Koolu, a little computer that
was going to hook up to Jrgenius International Schools,

and it is a little computer, it is a beautiful little thing. I
mean every child could have one for $200 globally and get
on line and teach and this is what was suppose to be
Jrgenius International Schools. But the lies and the lies and
the lies, and I just finally got fed up, cause this ended in
April ( 2008) and I said you guys are a bunch of Illuminati
slave drivers, and I was dog sitting for Cheryl, which is his
friend, and she accused me of pushing her…I was dog
sitting for 5 months
E- I was reading that on the internet. I came across his name
when I started researching this.
D- I have nothing to hide. Hilton just kind of went along with
her and he made up all these stories. I didn’t say anything to
them and I am looking at the police report and he just made up
all these lies about me. I just said “Whatever”. I am just not
saying anything until the end. These guys are so shady…
E-That’s the thing…and the person who introduced me to this
business always paid my parents cash, you could never track
him down, he was always driving Ferrari’s, and BMW’s and
Mercedes, and I was saying, where is this guy getting this
money. That is what I mean, and it seems like these people are
shady. When I saw Peters/Hilton Peters name on your website, I
said, these are all shady characters and they are all involved with
one another.
D-

ya they are the Dark…the Illuminati. They are vampires.
Hilton was like a freaken undertaker, he can’t even stand
the daylight. He is a reptilian bloodline. He is married to a
woman who is a 102. I am not sure if she is still alive, but
he is about 55.That is how crazy it is. I mean they are either
past lives lovers, or he bit her in his past life and he owes
her his salvation, but that is how crazy these guys are.
They had promised me…and Cheryl said, Oh ya, I am human
resources for all the country clubs,
I will get you in ( I have been black balled from the Catholic Board
for my big mouth). When I said that you guys are a bunch of
Illuminati slave drivers, she knew I was going to take her to human
rights, because she wasn’t suppose to rent out the basement, and it
was flooded and she was stealing my stuff, And so she made up this
bullshit that I pushed her and then she said that I had a knife, but she
can’t recognize what the knife looked like. And then she said I came
into the kitchen with a knife. The knives are in the kitchen, you idiot.
I came into the kitchen to get a bowl of soup and I screamed her the
Hell upstairs, to stay out of my room. She did this to me and the next
month she did this to another dog sitter. She wanted to get her
involved in an insurance scam and lie that her laptop was in the flood
downstairs, so she could get another computer. The tenant didn’t;
want to be part of the insurance scam so she called the insurance and
then she tracked me down, cause she was homeless too. You have to
stay very far away from these people.

E-

Unbelievable.

D- but they were suppose to put the Serenity Party together , and
now, everything is going down in Toronto and I am in the Sault
going….I told you so. We need to have this political movement.
So if these shady people can put their money together into
something that is INTEGRAL, that is going to be forgiven,
cause to continue like this, their just going to end up rotting
away anyway.
E exactly. I am looking through this brochure and Peter is the
whole promoter for this thing anyway. You have to sign
everything over to him. And it is funny cause the gentleman
who gave it to me, his name was Cosmo Polidora??? and his
name isn’t even on this whole contract. I am looking at it now
and everything is under Hilton Peter Mijovick’s name.
Hilton Peter Mijovick is run by his … well, He calls her mother, she
is a reptilian who is in the hospital. (either she is alive or she is dead
now). Or she was in an old age home. Her name is Madaline. She
use to be a teacher but she became a dentist, she was so abusive to the
students and she liked to drink blood so she became a dentist. One of
the first female dentists. They are all hooked up into big, dark money.
You know people with money and power, you don’t know where
they get it from. Because if you are honest you end up like me and
you can’t work.

E oh exactly.
D- now I am looking at Woodbridge and you just got hit with a
Tornadoes in September, the shits coming.. And I told everybody 6
years ago that you are going to lose your pensions. Perhaps people
will say…where is that stupid blonde, perhaps we should get going
with the World Wampum before they come out with the world dollar
and enslave us.
I am here,calm as a kite. They can’t jail me because I was
hospitalized 15 years ago. My mother in law tried to get rid of me
with my husband and I was hospitalized for being manic. They would
never put me in jail but Cheryl used that against me to try and get rid
of me and lock me up. She tried to lock me in a psycho ward. She
said ”I am Shiva the destroyer, and if Dana does writes anything
about me….” You little tic…a shape shifting spider if you are Shiva
the destroyer. They are from the dark side. They have been damned
her for I don’t know how long, so this is last call before you go back
to the abyss for 1000 years.

D- they did the same thing with koolu.ca. a cute little computer .
Their asses are going….you have to have people… You have to
put it into an International school cause you can buy a netbook
for $300 now. But then Cheryl got Hiltons…whatever, finger
wrapped around her and he decided to lie for her and so she got
everybody in to the mess. He didn’t even hear the argument. He
just knew that I was very loud with Cheryl….but to push her or
anything,…ah no…I am a teacher. I have been teaching kids
since…whatever….God I taught Woodbridge kids…if they
aren’t going to piss you off, no one is going to piss you off.
E-Oh I am a teacher to…and have been teaching for years…

D- I have no assault charges,..but she used the mother in law incident
to try and get rid of me and throw me out on the street in the
morning. 5 cops come down to take me to the hospital, and I told
them I am not going into the hospital and the buggers threw 5 charges
on me and threw me in jail.
I don’t trust the police, I don’t trust the courts sytem, I don’t trust
anything that has money attached to it.
I know we are working on something that is political and it is a good
move, then if she can use her little TIC connections, to get the money
in to something positive then we’ll get out of this whole mess. If not,
they are going down. I DON’T CARE…I will expose them. They
know I will put them on youtube and the web. I am not really worried
about anything, cause If you lock me up then you can have a nice
NWO, cause I don’t know anyone who is willing to do this and risk
their life.
I mean ..come on…we have to do this for the kids for us..CANADA.
By Noveber, the whole economy is going to collapse in Toronto. By
999, they are planning on tanking the whole Federal Reserve.
They are already marking you guys with Tornodoes…

New topic….not related to lawsuit…

E-This is what I was thinking. This is all shady stuff and I said
let me call you, and I am not sure if it is going to help you in
anyway….because thank GOD I did not get involved in it.

E-

E-

out of me here ( the Sault) because I was challenging the
school board…. and I wanted to get back into working in
Toronto and running my business and this is what she had
done to me.

I can’t believe it. So are these people going to be at this
hearing November 26th?

D- Oh she will use all her money and all her power behind her.
She tried to use witchcraft last time. It took me almost a
year to get a court date, cause I could not get legal aid
unless I dumped my business. I came in to Toronto to get
off welfare, cause I was in cow country because here, (my
mother is a Roman Catholic and she was beating the shit
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D- I appreciate it.

E Because I didn’t have the money….I mean it sounds very
interesting….$10,000 and you get $100,000 back in a few
month.
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From: Alfred Sit
Date: 08/05/2008 11:57:02 AM
To: danah@jrgenius.com
Subject: FW: Assuming Dana no longer wants her VCR & remote
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
To: geijin@hotmail.com
Subject: Assuming Dana no longer wants her VCR & remote
Date: Wed7 May 2008 11:59:20 -0400
You have not responded to my previous email regarding the things
Dana left behind. I am assuming that if you don't make arrangements
for their pickup and my return of 2 black handled knives & can
opener by May 152008 or a mutually agreed upon datethat Dana no
longer wishes for them back and relinquishes them to me. You may
make arrangements with Eric whom I've contacted on your behalf to
assist in the matter and who has graciously said "yes". AlternativelyI
don't mind Tom coming to collect her belongings. I'll hold onto the
VCR & remote but intend to get rid of the bottlesegg cartons &
plastic tubs this Friday if I don't hear back from Eric or Tom on this.
There is no further need for you to liaise between Dana & I. Just have
either Tom or Eric contact me directly by the date mentioned above.

From: geijin@hotmail.com
To: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Regarding Dana
Date: Fri2 May 2008 15:39:33 -0400
I will be present with Dana tomorrow (SaturdayMay 52008) at
9:00am in the presence of a police officer.
Alfred
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
To: geijin@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Regarding Dana
Date: Thu1 May 2008 16:03:55 -0400
Just spoke with a police officer who assured me that I can be present
the whole time in the basement as it is in my own house. You have
until noon as I have made plans for lunch and the police officer has
confirmed that you need to work around my schedule and that 3
hours is reasonable.
Howeverif she doesn't get everything moved by thenshe can put
everything into one corner and can come another day with the police
or can send someone I trust to pick it up at another mutually agreed
upon timeprobably 9:00 a.m. Sunday morning.
Cheryl
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: geijin@hotmail.com
To: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Regarding Dana
Date: Thu1 May 2008 15:26:18 -0400
I will be there at 10:30p.m. Sharp tonight.

With regard to SaturdayMay 52008Dana will be present with a police
officer at 9:00a.m.in accordance with #4 of bail conditions which
states
"... The accused not be within 100 metres of anyplace where Cheryl
MenezesHilton Mijovic liveworkattend schoolor happen to beas
known to you." Thusyou cannot be present.

I WANT Dana's stuff out of here and obviously she needs her stuff.

There are no time restrictions in the conditions as this is only a one
time thing.

You went behind my back and contacted Donna to sneak into my
house with Danaknowing full well how I would feel about thateven
after Karish told you he wouldn't let her back in because she was
'unstable' and James asked if Dana wanted to kill me!

See you tonight.
Alfred
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
To: geijin@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Regarding Dana
Date: Thu1 May 2008 13:09:28 -0400
Please don't be late. Only you will be allowed inside or on my
property and you will have 15 minutes to get her car & essentials as I
need to go to sleep at a reasonable hour as I start work at 7:00 a.m.
The next day. I will be downstairs the entire time you are here to
ensure you don't take anything of mine inadvertently. Neither you nor
Dana may come again to get Dana's stuffunless the police are
presentso please advise who else will be coming next to get the rest
of her stuff. I need advance notice to ensure I will be home and in the
presence of a trusted male friend. Whoever comes must remove her
things in my presence. I am making myself available Saturday
morning to whoever is coming so they will have 3 solid hours to
remove her stuff which should be more than enough time. If I don't
hear back by tomorrow 4:00 p.m. As to who is comingI will assume
no one and will make my own plans and thusbe unavailable Saturday.
You have avoided confirming whether or not you will be coming on
Saturday or Sunday to watch Chimo. You did promise support and
you are failing me right now as a friend. You have/had
yesterdaytodaytomorrow and Saturday during the day to assist Dana.
Now you need to decide if you will help me or notstarting on
Saturday or Sunday night. I need to know by 4:00 Friday if you are
coming starting Saturday or Sunday night or not at all and giving me
the commitment of the month as you had promised. If I don't hear
back from you in writing confirming your commitment to our
friendship by being here to help me when I need your friendship the
mostI will consider the friendship over. I have asked you several
times for your assistance. I will not ask again.
Cheryl
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: geijin@hotmail.com
To: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Regarding Dana
Date: Thu1 May 2008 11:48:35 -0400
I will be there at 10:30 pm sharp tonight.
Alfred
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
To: geijin@hotmail.comhilton@spiritas.ca
Subject: Regarding Dana
Date: Thu1 May 2008 09:52:17 -0400
Alfred
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Had you communicated respectfullyyou would have found me highly
cooperative. I told you days ago that I would let any of her friends
that I recognized inside to get her stuff but not Dana without police
presence.

Then you told Donna you would call me and you never didbut instead
you contacted Hilton to get me a message. Then when Hilton told
you to call me you leave a threatening message on my machine about
me getting into trouble with a lawyer for not cooperating. This was
the first time you attempted to call me - why didn't you just call me in
the first place and ask me if I would let Donna know you were
coming to get Dana's stuff. I would have said YES!!
NowI cannot trust you. You have seriously betrayed me and our 10
year friendship.
I have contacted both Dana's lawyer and Tom Kennedy by email and
am awaiting for them to contact me to make arrangements. I will
allow either James or Tom or her lawyer or Erik into my house (she
has 4 people to choose from). I don't trust youyou are far too into her
spell and your loyalty to her could put me in harm's way. Your recent
actions are totally out of characteraccording to mutual friends whom
I've spoken to. You are agitated and angry. You don't realize you are
becoming like her and seeing me as the "mortal enemy" and I'm
trying to help you as I was trying to help her too.
Out of decency because Dana needs her essentialsI will allow you
inside for 15 minutes only at the below times to get her essentials
(these times are because I have a MALE presence in the house):
Thursday night @10:30 p.m.Friday night @9:30 p.m. or Saturday
morning @9:00 a.m. If someone else is coming to get ALL her
stuffthen Saturday morning is a good timebut this person I need to
know about in advance and it cannot be you.
Please put all correspondence to me in writing from now onI will
endeavour to respond within 4 hours. I will not return your calls and
have requested that Hilton not return your calls either.
For nowyou cannot be trusted and neither can Dana. I will treat you
as I treat Dana and will call the police if you are found on my
property without my written authorization.
I am hoping to one day build my relationship with you and the
ONLY way you can do that is to step up to the plate NOW and help
me with dog-sitting as you 100% committed you would do before all
this happened. You said you would come ThursdayI'm giving you
until Sunday latest. Once you step up to the plate to let me know that
my friendship matters to youI will promise to rebuild our friendship
and maybe lets agree to never discuss Dana again. I would prefer you
come Saturday evening but will wait until Sunday evening. If I don't
see you by Sunday eveningyou will permanently lose me. Find a way
to support both Dana and I or make a choice.
Cheryl
From: danah@jrgenius.com
Date: 23/01/2008 4:21:02 PM

To: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
Cc: geijin@hotmail.comdanah@jrgenius.com; Hilton@spiritas.ca
Bcc: stressfreestaffing@yahoo.causuryfree@gmail.com
Subject: schedule
Hi Cheryl
After the way you treated me on Saturday with the lock incident is
not
Something that was a once in a life time event here.
This was just the last straw.
To be treated below the animals is not where I want to be.
Anywayyou had asked me on Sundaywhen I would be leavingI said
as
Soon as I can.
So yes...I thought you were going to find a replacement. That is what
was
Discussed on Sunday. That is why I am packed and ready to go
anytime.
I can not make an income in this situation. Please find someone on
social
Assistance that can benefit from this situation. I need to take my life
Back.
I moved here to help you with Chimo. Chimo is healthy now. I am
satified
That I came and did a good job.
You know that we cannot get along. I do not tolerate verbal and
mental
Abuseso I need to go. That saddens me.
AnywayI have always had places to stay in Toronto and I will leave
as
Soon as I can. You need to find someone. Hopefully before Feb 6 08
so
That I don't have to return here.
I will opt out of church on Sunday. I will be home all day Sunday for
Chimo.
I require Monday ...day...and you work during those hours from
home
Anyway. I will be around Monday night should you have errands to
run.
I am cc'ing this to Hilton and Alfred so that they can help find
someone
To replace me. I do not want to inconvenience themnor do I want
them to
Get one side of the story in a situation. Allow them to make their own
Decisions. I go where I am guided to be.
Enough said.
Thank you for your hospitality and company. I enjoy your animals.
Missy
Is such a blessing too. Makes me smile.

Sincerely
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Dana Horochowski

From: Cheryl menezes
Date: 01/23/08 15:48:02
To: danah@jrgenius.com
Subject: RE: Monday...day
Dana
Do you mean you are now not here all day/night Fridayall
Afternoon/evening Saturday AND all day Monday or has Friday or
Saturday
Changed somewhat as a result? Please advise. If sothen I very little
Wiggle room to do my stuff. As I only have Sunday left and nothing
is
Open until noonI will reserve noon until 9:00 p.m. So I can shop &
have
Dinner with someone. Would appreciate you watching over Chimo
then. I
Was intending to do stuff on Monday and Sunday during the day to
give you
The opportunity to do the church/shao lin thing with Hiltonbut
because
Of my limited options nowplease do the church thingif interested
Stillthe following Sunday instead. FYI - contrary to your email about
my
Sabotaging your relationshipsI am fine with you & Hilton having a
Friendship (have told him so) even if you and I don't have one. But I
know
He won't welcome your friendship or anyone else's for that matter if
he
Suspects they are being unfair to meone of his closest friends. So
nowwhatever happens to you & Hilton is no longer my doing. I have
made
Amends. Whether or not you two become friends is up to you two.
AgainI
Encourage you to go next Sunday to church/shao lin.
Danaby job intervieware you referring to a tutoring opportunity or are
You intending to get a regular full-time or part-time job? If it is your
Intention to do this (instead of building your tutoring business)are
Suggesting that you may be leaving soon or be unable to commit to
our
Agreement and should I get a replacement backup person ready?
Alsothe agreement is that FridaySaturdaySunday and Monday is a
more
Balanced split between us and this weekendthis has definitely not
Occurred. Is the current agreement stifling your ability to earn and
enjoy
Life? We are doing exactly what we agreed to do before you moved
innothing has changed.
I believe this new working relationship is working well for me and
am
Willing to continueI got the impression from your recent actions and
Email that you too were willing to continue. Please advise if it is not
Working for you.
Thanks
Cheryl

> Date: Wed23 Jan 2008 14:36:40 -0500
> Subject: Monday...day
> From: danah@jrgenius.com
> To: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
>
> HI Cheryl
> I require Monday..day off. I have a job interview in Mississauga at
1 PM
> that will be at least 2 hours and then I will be in traffic coming back
> home.
> Thanks
>
> Dana
From: danah@jrgenius.com
Date: 22/01/2008 5:52:46 AM
Bcc: allowperfecthealth@yahoo.comalgomalearns@yahoo.com;
margherita@kos.net
Subject: [Fwd: Next Steps]
---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------Subject: [Fwd: Next Steps]
From: danah@jrgenius.com
Date: MonJanuary 212008 8:19 pm
To: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
Cc: geijin@hotmail.com
baldo@metroactive.org
garye@demgen.com
hilton@spiritas.ca
stressfreestaffing@yahoo.ca
usuryfree@gmail.com
-------------------------------------------------------------------------HI Cheryl
I require either TuesWed or Thurs night to tutor Justin and also
Friday
-all day and night and Saturday day ( 2:00 - 8 pm) to also do my
work.
Let me know.

I will gladly treat this relationship as business as well. I need my
quiet time now as well.
I will not go upstairs unless invited and I hope that you respect my
privacy as well. You tend to barge in lately.
Please connect the telephone cable upstairs. It is now hooked up to
the
fax and my cordless phone can now go downstairs near the faxso
there is
no need for me to go upstairs.

I prefer to watch Chimo in the basement. I do not want to exit the
front
door since the house will be unlocked. I would prefer that you
continue to
lock your side of the entrance as you stated you would. This way you
will
feel safer.
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I would prefer that you do not try and sabotage my friendships due to
our
disagreements. That is evil and does not have any place in a covenant
community. You wonder why I want to leave. Hearing you cut me up
behind
my back does not encourage me to serve you joyfully.

Anyway...the universe is allowing me to take it one day at a time. I
cannot make any other contract other than I will do my best to take
care
of your animals as need be and I hope that you honour my needs as
well.

Respectfully Yours
Dana Horochowski

---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------Subject: Next Steps
From: "cheryl menezes" <cagmenezes@hotmail.com>
Date: SunJanuary 202008 9:51 pm
To: danah@jrgenius.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

DanaA little normal fight between two people (bound to happen at
some
point and I certainly would have forgotten the whole lock thing in 48
hours) has somehow escalated into something far more serious. You
don't
seem to like the agreement we originally made and now you are not
abiding
by the terms of our agreement. The agreement was that you watch
over Chimo
on TuesdayWednesdayThursday always when I was at work and that
we
would split care over him the rest of the time - on the workday
eveningsweekendsMonday and Friday. In turnyou were being
allowed to stay free
in my home as my guest in order to jumpstart your business and were
getting free access to many things you would normally pay for phone
serviceinternetcablefaxlong distancenot to mention all my stuff
- furniturepots/pancutleryetc. A 9-hour shift was only about 1 hour
worth of actual dog care per day and included walking the dog 3X
per dayfeeding him once and giving me phone updates. The rest of
the 8 hours was
your time. If that is not a great dealwhat is? If you really calculate
this - it is only about 5 hours of actual work per week. You still had
most evenings and a large chunk of Friday-Monday to do your own
business
and and have a life. The times you were home bound could have been
used in
manymany ways to also further your business since most of the time
Chimo
slept. The extras you did I normally compensated you for. PlusI had
already worked out 2 deals for you to pick up some extra cash (one a

cleaning one for $100 in early Feb and one a 2-month human
resources
assignment from home valued at $1000 starting Feb 1st which I was
in the
midst of finalizing - I can send you the email if you doubt me). FYI to
get these deals for you required tremendous effort and calling in
favours
on my partbut if you are not watching over my petI don't see the
point
of going out of my way for you and so will cancel them both.
The law of attraction is definitely at work here - you chose to focus
on
all the bad (and yesyou definitely lost some of your freedomI'll
admit that)but you also were getting a lot of good. And to be frankI
want someone here who truly recognizes the value of what they are
getting and I don't believe that you do. If you believe you acted in
haste and are willing to keep your original commitment to mewhich
includes working this Tuesday or assuming responsibility for finding
a
replacement for Tuesday instead of shuffling this responsibility onto
meplease approach me by 6:00 p.m. this Monday so we can
thoroughly
discuss all issues and mutually decide if this is salvageable or not.
At the leastfor karmic reasonsand for our mutual friend Alfred's
sakeit would be good for us to close this amicably and and by
honouring the original agreement. If you prefer to end the
arrangement
because of deeper unresolved issues or because you have a better
place
to stayplease advise by 6:00 p.m. this Mondayby emailgiving me
your last date so I can have enough time to find someone else. I will
honour your choice of date if you honour your original commitment
to
me. I would have given you ample noticecan I expect the same from
you?
If I don't hear from you by 6:00 on MondayI will take matters into
my
own handsand advise you of the date this arrangement ends.
Finallythe fight we had was normal and long overdue for two people
living in
the same houseI have had bigger fights with people who are still my
friends or colleagues 25 years later. I would have forgotten the whole
lock incident in about 48 hours. By escalating this into something
bigger than it should have beenyou put at risk both a potential
friendship that might have formeda contact for business and personal
networking purposesand a business relationship that was putting a
roof
over your head until you got the chance to get off the ground.
Regardless of whether or not we resolve this amicably to suit both of
usfrom now onI prefer to keep this strictly business. Cheryl
________________________________________________________
_________
From: danah@jrgenius.com
Date: 20/01/2008 8:33:40 PM
To: usuryfree@gmail.com
Bcc: danah@jrgenius.comgeijin@hotmail.com;
allowperfecthealth@yahoo.com; algomalearns@yahoo.com;
miquelal@hotmail.com; mhollingsworth3@cogeco.ca;
margherita@kos.net; stressfreestaffing@yahoo.ca;
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marymag@sympatico.ca
Subject: need your help
Hi Tom
I am going to my cousins house ASAP.
I am afraid to stay here....Cheryl is vicious and I am trying to avoid
all
contact.
Can you help me move my stuff on Monday.
Not sure if I will have the internet much longer...since she could
disconnect it upstairs. She locked the door to upstairsuntil I learn my
lesson on how to lock the side door when I leave. The coffee with
Margherita is what brought this on. If that is all that takes for her to
snap then I must leave now...irregardless of taking care of her dog.
I am a prisoner down here.
My mother is calling my cousin and hopefully I am out by Monday
when you
come. Can you get the van?
Anyway...I can't charge my land phone since the door is locked and
the
base is upstairs. I am out of batteries.
This is a toxic arrangement and I will not be abused and controlled. I
was told in my cards to beware of the dark haired woman...several
times...with the M in her first or last name. I thought it was
Marilyn...but I know now who it is.
Clearly
I will give you details in personbut I think you know that I am
packing
and will move one by one if I have too.
I just know that she is unpredictable and don't know what she will do.
The sooner the better...so I will go NOW.
She is trying to turn Hilton and others against me and take either my
side
or hers
So...with that said...I will trust that the universe takes care of things.
I know it will.
I have my family support and I know I have yours.
Thanks in advance
Dana
my cell is on...
Temporary Toronto Address:
Dana Horochowski
JrGenius.com
23 McGill St
TorontoOnt.
M5B1H3
danah@jrgenius.com
416-419-9023
www.jrgenius.com
www.canadastreetnews.com
www.serenityglobal.com
www.holyhealthy.com
From: danah@jrgenius.com
Date: 21/01/2008 1:47:45 AM
To: geijin@hotmail.comusuryfree@gmail.com
Subject: [Fwd: Next Steps]

---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------Subject: Next Steps
From: "cheryl menezes" <cagmenezes@hotmail.com>
Date: SunJanuary 202008 9:51 pm
To: danah@jrgenius.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

DanaA little normal fight between two people (bound to happen at
some
point and I certainly would have forgotten the whole lock thing in 48
hours) has somehow escalated into something far more serious. You
don't
seem to like the agreement we originally made and now you are not
abiding
by the terms of our agreement. The agreement was that you watch
over Chimo
on TuesdayWednesdayThursday always when I was at work and that
we
would split care over him the rest of the time - on the workday
eveningsweekendsMonday and Friday. In turnyou were being
allowed to stay free
in my home as my guest in order to jumpstart your business and were
getting free access to many things you would normally pay for phone
serviceinternetcablefaxlong distancenot to mention all my stuff
- furniturepots/pancutleryetc. A 9-hour shift was only about 1 hour
worth of actual dog care per day and included walking the dog 3X
per dayfeeding him once and giving me phone updates. The rest of
the 8 hours was
your time. If that is not a great dealwhat is? If you really calculate
this - it is only about 5 hours of actual work per week. You still had
most evenings and a large chunk of Friday-Monday to do your own
business
and and have a life. The times you were home bound could have been
used in
manymany ways to also further your business since most of the time
Chimo
slept. The extras you did I normally compensated you for. PlusI had
already worked out 2 deals for you to pick up some extra cash (one a
cleaning one for $100 in early Feb and one a 2-month human
resources
assignment from home valued at $1000 starting Feb 1st which I was
in the
midst of finalizing - I can send you the email if you doubt me). FYI to
get these deals for you required tremendous effort and calling in
favours
on my partbut if you are not watching over my petI don't see the
point
of going out of my way for you and so will cancel them both.
The law of attraction is definitely at work here - you chose to focus
on
all the bad (and yesyou definitely lost some of your freedomI'll
admit that)but you also were getting a lot of good. And to be frankI
want someone here who truly recognizes the value of what they are
getting and I don't believe that you do. If you believe you acted in
haste and are willing to keep your original commitment to mewhich
includes working this Tuesday or assuming responsibility for finding
a
replacement for Tuesday instead of shuffling this responsibility onto
meplease approach me by 6:00 p.m. this Monday so we can
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thoroughly
discuss all issues and mutually decide if this is salvageable or not.
At the leastfor karmic reasonsand for our mutual friend Alfred's
sakeit would be good for us to close this amicably and and by
honouring the original agreement. If you prefer to end the
arrangement
because of deeper unresolved issues or because you have a better
place
to stayplease advise by 6:00 p.m. this Mondayby emailgiving me
your last date so I can have enough time to find someone else. I will
honour your choice of date if you honour your original commitment
to
me. I would have given you ample noticecan I expect the same from
you?
If I don't hear from you by 6:00 on MondayI will take matters into
my
own handsand advise you of the date this arrangement ends.
Finallythe fight we had was normal and long overdue for two people
living in
the same houseI have had bigger fights with people who are still my
friends or colleagues 25 years later. I would have forgotten the whole
lock incident in about 48 hours. By escalating this into something
bigger than it should have beenyou put at risk both a potential
friendship that might have formeda contact for business and personal
networking purposesand a business relationship that was putting a
roof
over your head until you got the chance to get off the ground.
Regardless of whether or not we resolve this amicably to suit both of
usfrom now onI prefer to keep this strictly business. Cheryl
________________________________________________________
_________

From: danah@jrgenius.com
Date: 20/01/2008 3:35:44 AM
To: usuryfree@gmail.com
Bcc: danah@jrgenius.com
Subject: hey
Thanks
I would appreciate it. CHeryl stresses me out and I am avoiding her.
SHe
is the dark haired woman in my cards that I am to be warned and
careful
about.
The gameplan was for me to meet her to meet hilton.
you can bring the dvd.
I will burn it
Am doing a remake of hh dvd to add zeitgeist and to warn of nesara
will burn it until rome burns
heehee
I love tutoring...but it drains me talking for 3.5 hours.
Anyway...missy and I are grounded downstairs cause she pees on the
curtain
and I didn't lock the side door when I went for coffee with Margherita
Let me know Monday when you come. Email me some budgets of
costs needed
for funding your project...I will submit a business plan Feb 1 to
navigators group.
Want land/building in Toronto and a school in Tamworth
Anyway...don't need to give the spies here too much detail. They

need to
work for their wages from us tax payers..and save because there will
be no
tax or usury soon....hahahahahaah
Namaste
From: danah@jrgenius.com
Date: 24/01/2008 2:36:28 AM
To: hilton@spiritas.ca
Cc: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
Bcc: geijin@hotmail.comdanah@jrgenius.com
Subject: peacemakers
Hi Hilton
I will overlook the drama that went down this weekend for the sake
of
peace for all.
It needed to be aired and I do not appreciate being cut down or talked
down toespecially when I am doing my best to help Cheryl out. I also
know that had I not been firm about the bad mouthingthen it would
have
continued. You misjudged me on Sunday night due to this misleading
information and I wanted to be clear with the whole story...not just
one
version.

I hope that Cheryl and I can practise professional respect for
eachother.
I will continue to help her with Chimo and negotiate time off to get
my
business done. This is exam week and she knows that it is a busy
time if I
am going to get anything established.

Thanks for your concern.
Namaste
Dana

From: Hilton Mijovick
Date: 1/23/2008 10:28:43 AM
To: danah@jrgenius.com
Subject: PeaceMakers

Greetings Dana:

I spoke with Cheryl today and she tells me things have calmed down
a biteven seeming quite nice and that the two of you are developing a
more
comfortable working relationship. I am encouraged. It seems healing
has
begun.
AlsoCheryl & I have clarified some misunderstandings. Cheryl is fine
with you and I developing a friendship even if you and Cheryl don't
have
one. I am good with this also. I am just not comfortable building
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anything with you while Cheryl is in a state of anxiety and stress over
an
event like last Sundayespecially since she introduced us! I want to
support hernot feel that I am betraying her. This is a time for Peace
Makingnot war making!!

you out on the streets if you keep your part of your agreementplease
don't abandon her againsuddenlylike you almost did when she told
me
you were going to be unavailable on Tuesday.

Chimo is in good hands with me. I know that. He is healthy and
Comfortable. I don't want to upset his health in any way.
I am open to serving God in this lifestream. If I am presented with
Something that will follow that paththen I will be drawn to that.

Be the Peace Maker you truly are.
If you and her manage to build a good working relationship but not a
friendshipshe doesn't seem to mind that you & I build a friendshipas
long as you understand that Cheryl confides in me and I am loyal to
herso if you and her disagreeshe normally keeps that to herself unless
she
is feeling intense emotions and threatenedand then needs to totally
vent
in a safe environment to re-establish clarity and constructive
resolution.
Please do not accuse her of sabotaging anythingshe just vents to
someone trusted and safe when she needs to clear conflict. That is
how
she is. I've known her a decade and have adjusted to her quirks as she
has
adjusted to mine. She is a strongly fair personalways working to build
and strengthen solid relationshipsfirst within herself and then
overflowing to and for others. You were one of those others. I pray
that
you choose to build/find a way to continue that interactive
buildingfor
the good of All In All!
Having said thatI recommend that you don’t email blast everyone
when
something goes wrongthus escalating reactions. Cheryl was going to
give
you 2 paying leads but has withheld doing this because in so
doingshe
would be exposing herself to even more people that you could air her
dirty
laundry to and she is not willing to take that chance. Danaeven I was
surprised at your actionI'm sure everyone copied would wonder if
you
would do the same to them if they had a disagreement with you. It
doesn't
make you look good. Cheryl did nothing wrong other than to turn to
meone of her good friends for support. She is like a sister to me.
DanaCheryl has been and is a very good friend and an exemplarily
fair
person. She doesn't practice sabotagebut she does get emotionally
intense and panics some timesespecially where it comes to her safety
and
her dog. You triggered both of these in one day.
You and her may not have a long working relationshipshe tells me
you are
working on a proposal and suspects you will leave in a few months
when you
get funding as you intend to build a school in Algonquin. What is
important is not the length of the relationship but the quality and
respect of it. I hope you both treat each other with dignity and respect
nowand through your future relationship. She would not suddenly
toss

Christmasrather dog sat. They will help me out if I get a stable
incomenot any
Other way. I don't blame them.

My life now is not where it should be. All I can say is
That...financially I have struggled for too long. That is why I was
Committed to staying in the Sault. I am also committed to the other
doors
That are open to me. Once I see what all the options are and I have
had
Some reflection timethen I will know what I need to decide on.

In serviceHilton
From: Dana Horochowski from jrgenius.com
Date: 28/01/2008 11:16:44 PM
To: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
Cc: hilton@spiritas.ca
Bcc: geijin@hotmail.comusuryfree@gmail.com;
danah@jrgenius.com
Subject: plan
Hi Cheryl
The plan is to go to this teaching interview portion of the Job
interview
On Friday and then go home to the Sault. I will move out at this
Point...so I will not be coming back to Scarborough.

So...no...I am not angry with you. I am just not very trusting anymore
And prefer to stay in my heart right now. I am at peace...so whatever
God
Wills...I am willing.
Namaste
Dana

I will wait in the Sault to decide what my next move is. If I get the
Contract with this schoolif I get something with Emmanuelif I get
Something with the navigators group/millionaires club....or my
settlement
Comes in and I just keep building the company...all is set in the
Universes hands.

From: Cheryl menezes
Date: 01/29/08 07:55:42
To: danah@jrgenius.com
Cc: hilton@spiritas.ca
Subject: RE: plan

I will not be returning to Toronto if there is nothing lined up for me
Here right away. Finances will keep me bound to the Sault. There is
no
Other option.
Take Care...
Saturday night is cool with me. I just have to be in class and ready to
Go by 12:20 PM...so I would need about 1 hr travel time.
Thanks
From: Dana Horochowski from jrgenius.com
Date: 29/01/2008 4:27:30 PM
To: cagmenezes@hotmail.com
Cc: hilton@spiritas.ca
Bcc: danah@jrgenius.comusuryfree@gmail.com;
geijin@Hotmail.com
Subject: plans response
HI Cheryl
We can discuss things at the outcome of this secret meeting...since I
Cannot commit to something that I am not aware of.
Financially...it has been sheer suffering for 4 years. I want it done
Already.
I can stay at my cousins or Mary's if I get the teaching jobbut I plan
To pay rent somewhere to someone. My parents will not fund me any
more $since they are not in agreement that I am not working and dog
sitting
Instead. They were disappointed that I didn't go home for
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Dana
Hilton & I were working the past 3 weeks on something behind the
scenesthat would greatly assist you - although not greatly resolve your
Financial situation. The big meeting that was supposed to be either
Monday or Tuesday is actually today @5:00 and I will know by 6:00
p.m.
When I get homeif it is a "go". I wasn't going to tell you initially
Because it was going to be a surprisethen I hesitated because of the
Weekend incident. The only reason I am mentioning it now is
because I
Needed to know if finances was the only reason you were leaving or
if
There was some other reason. If it was only finances - and it appears
to
Be so as per this email - then I wanted you know what was going on
behind
The scenes. This is why I asked if you have a place in Toronto to go
to
Because I wasn't going to mention anything if you had already
committed to
Mary or someone else.
Something was and still is in the works for youand today is the "big"
Daybut in the event you left for whatever reasona system of transition
To the next caretaker was still possible.

HereI understand and wish you well. If you prefer living with a friend
Or family relativeI understand that too. If you are mad at me and
want
To leavewhile I don't agree with your reasonsI understand that too.
But if the only driving factor is financesplease advise as this should
Be partially resolved by 600 today.
If you do wish to remain in Toronto (my place) and wish to discuss
this
Financial possibilityand are willing to stick to original plan which is
6th-11th at conference and returning on 12th (13th fine if you want to
Spend your birthday there)please advise. But I will need some sort of
Commitment that you will be returning by 13th latest and an
agreement of
Reasonable notice if the plans change -I.e. Your funding comes
through and
You need to leave. I will give you the same - financial and reasonable
Leaving notice. If you are already committed to going somewhere
else (your
Boxes are packed I noticed)then that is fine. You gave me sufficient
Notice and that is all I had asked for and appreciate it.
I have a plan in place for Chimo from 6th-12thand wasn't rushing to
find
A full time replacement yet - partially because Chimo is strong
Health-wise and the Universe kept telling me it had everything under
Control (uncanny sense of peace)so no rush for me to get someone in
Fast. Although I am not going to fool myself into thinking he'll stay
That way long and so I definitely want someone taking care of him
just not
In a huge rush about it.
If you wish to discuss what Hilton & I are doing and how that
impacts youplease advise. If you are committed to someone else or
something else and
still are leaving on the 6thplease advise and thank you for your
assistance with Chimo.
Cheryl
D
Okay. I may need to go to a work appointment before that and a
dinner
After that but this should work. I am going to a party Saturday night
@7:00 if you can watch Chimo then. I'll try and ensure all Saturday
Remains open for you to do your thing.
Danaafter your conference are you returning to Toronto but moving
to
Another place?
Cheryl

From: Dana Horochowski from
jrgenius.com
Date: 02/10/09 19:59:42
To: danah@canadastreetnews.com
Subject: [Fwd: pics of witchraft
items in Alfred's room]

Danaif you prefer being somewhere else where you have more
freedom than
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--------------- Original Message --------------Subject: pics of witchraft items in Alfred's room
From: "Dana Horochowski from jrgenius.com"
<danah@jrgenius.com>
Date: Tue, January 20, 2009 2:10 pm
To:
santamaura.sit@sympatico.ca
-----------------------------------------------Hi Sandra
Here are the pics for the whole nutmeg (
increases psychic energy which was put inside
the black onyx copper bracelet (death stone,
given by Jacqueline to Kathleen, who gave it to
Alfred. Alfred made me deliberately handle the
bracelet and examine it, but he would not tell
me why.
I now know why.
The whole nutmeg is also on Kathleen's picture
beside his bedstand.
He has had entities in his closet and he has
totally become a hermit, sleeping all the time
and not saying what he is up to.
He was asked for his soul by Jaqueline, if she
told him where his gold coins are.
Jacqueline took Kathleen's soul one night when
Jacqueline got her drunk.
Jacqueline set Kathleen up with ALfred solely
for the purpose to get to me.
Jacqueline told Alfred a while back when she saw
the pic of Alfred and me in the 2007 CBC
protest, that Alfred would regret bailing me
out, falling in love with me. He would also
regret the 911 movement.
Jacqueline is a black witch/nurse, who is
married to a guy that ALfred knows from ninja
class.
Jacqueline called Alfred back in July, leaving
him a detailed message about how Kathleen wanted
to sleep with him and that he had to get an STD
test.
I told him that she had an agenda and was
manipulating him. He didn't and doesn't listen.
He has vowed to save Kathleen in the time of
collapse.
Alfred does not have a clue about survival.
That is why he studies it. He has a death wish,
however. He has been told by spiritual healers
that he is in danger and a curse was put on him
by a man a few years back.
This is why he is so child-like and can't move
forward.
Kathleen told Alfred that I had to leave or she
wouldn't see him again. I did..in November.
Alfred has a list of people that he was suppose
to meet with- who were suppose to settle these
false charges against me. He didn't and won't
do that. These people are still waiting and I

have to travel back and forth for legal aid and
pre-trial hearings now.
http://www.jewelsforme.com/Onyx-Powers.asp
Throughout history, onyx has been thought to
bring powers of protection, defensive magic, and
the reduction of sexual desires. It has also
been thought to reinforce the knowledge that
there is no death, aiding in the understanding
of the wheel of birth, death and rebirth. It
brings about the knowledge that separation is an
illusion and reunion will come. It aids psychic
contact with those who have died, facilitates
séances and mediumship, brings messages from the
dead, and aids past-life and between-lives
regression work. It helps future life
progressions, and prevents and removes spirit
possessions.

I had to come back to court Jan 7, 09, with full
on HEXING (from witchcraft for a week I felt
like I was set on fire with acid)). I had to
drive 12 hours in a blizzard for a lawsuit that
will now cost me $100,000 for a lawyer. My eyes
were bleeding for days.
Alfred brought me back to deliberately allow
these demons access to me. He knows that they
want to get rid of me. He is drawing me in for
that purpose.
He thinks Kathleen loves him.
I let him verbally have it on Jan 8, and I made
sure that Michael heard me in the room upstairs.
Michael also witnessed the $365 garbage fine
Alfred stuck me with, when the cop showed up at
the door, finding my name on some gargage in a
bag the park.

[DOC] CHAPTER ONEFile Format: Microsoft Word View as HTML
No doubt, he thought the Onyx a pretty bauble
suitable only for women's jewelry. Coughing on
his snort of disgust, Alistair turned away from
the sight and ...
www.lindaandrews.net/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/ditkch1.doc
- Similar pages

He admitted he takes the garbage out, but lied
that he didn't dump house garbage in the
parkette( he did that daily). He would have
taken the ticket, but because he would have had
to plead guilty and pay the fine, he gave the
fine to me.

No doubt he thought the Onyx a pretty bauble
suitable only for women's jewelry.
Coughing on his snort of disgust, Alistair
turned away from the sight and whacked his toe
against another sculpture. Pain zipped up his
shin. A curse exploded on his tongue. Who was
the moron that set such a massive piece on the
floor so anyone could trip over it? He forced
himself to be silent. He hobbled to a chair and
admired a blue dot smeared on a red canvas while
surreptitiously watching the newcomers.
He forced his jaw to relax as the pair
disappeared into the inner sanctum. How had such
a buffoon unearthed the Death Stone in the first
place? It was supposed to be safely hidden in
the Twelfth Century. Coincidence? Not bloody
likely. The stone had surfaced for a specific
reason--Gerand. The name slithered across his
musings. The fanatical warlord had been defeated
centuries ago, but with the sorcerer Perlam
among his minions...
Alistair rubbed his throbbing toe. He could
speculate all he wanted once he had the stone.
He had been on the verge of an epiphany before
those two distracted him.
Something was wrong. The keening was faint; the
screams gone. Had someone accidentally invoked
the power of the death-wielding Onyx? He
dismissed the idea as soon as it occurred to
him. The stone's energy seemed weaker than
before, not stronger.
Dr. Dixon, his companion and the bewitching
painter were framed by the archway, directly in
front of the stone. Alistair eased into the
Death-and-Madness room. Damn! Now, he had no
choice. To get the stone, he would have to cast
a spell.
He was wracking his brain for an appropriate
Temporal Suspension Spell when the threesome
shifted out of sight. Stealing down the hall, he

I will not enter into his energy, nor will I
talk to him, for my own safety.
These charges must be cleared as easily and as
quickly as possible, since it has done immense
damage to my life.
I need to be working on my companies, not
endangering my life with SATANISTS who want to
stop my work.
Thanks for your time. Hope you can knock some
sense into him.

Dana
I attached a pic of cheryl and hilton ( who
threw these charges on me in an attempt to get
rid of me and take my business anyway (after I
stated that Hilton was a hypocrit and I wouldn't
trust his funding). The whole set up is a
horrific lie which will soon come out and then I
will be looking to settle for major damages in
court.
See
www.helenwhile.info

From: Dana Horochowski from jrgenius.com
Date: 01/11/09 23:44:26
To: danah@jrgenius.com
Subject: black onyx DEATH STONE
15 Devil
Hematite, Black
Tourmaline, Black Onyx, Black Diamond, Obsidian,
Square black stones, Jet, Hematite
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arrived in time to watch them march through a
door marked Employee's Only. Finally, something
in his favor. He slipped into the room.
The Onyx nestled in its bed of crushed red
velvet. The glass dome surrounding it was
intact, but the stone seemed different. Alistair
closed his eyes, bracing himself for its deadly
power. Nothing happened. He concentrated harder.
This was not the right onyx.
His eyes flew open. A coil of black smoke rose
from the stone. Born of the darker powers, it
coalesced into a snake. The cobra's hissing
taunt reeked of brimstone.
A million deaths or merely twelve
A wizard shall decide the final toll
With the power of the Death Stone,
The past shall forge a new future
On the bones of the old.

"Death and Madness. Death and Madness!" Cooper
Dixon's baritone boomed down the hall. Melvin
peered through the archway. Hannah shook her
head, and he turned back to the permanent
exhibition. "Who the hell called my exhibit
‘Death and Madness?'"
Go ahead. I want a chance to look at your latest
find. It's quite beautiful."
Hannah shivered. That black stone gave her the
willies. Its inky depth harbored death and loss
of hope, not beauty. Light didn't even escape
its ebony clutches
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